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Multi-million pound
investment in
landscaping beginning
to bloom at new
Aberdeen community
74 acres of
green space
and woodland,
wildflower
meadow,
natural
waterways
and an inland
beach are
springing up at
Countesswells.

Summer has arrived at Aberdeen’s
newest community, Countesswells
as acres of green space, woodland
and a wildflower meadow have
taken root and are blooming.
The multi-million pound investment
in landscaping to create one of the
greenest and most attractive places
to live in Aberdeenshire is starting
to resemble the artist’s impressions
first revealed two years ago in the
masterplan for the new £800 million
town to the west of Aberdeen.
With the first residents now living
in the first of the newly completed
homes and the off-site construction
works to bring in the services and
infrastructure nearing completion,
Countesswells – which will become
a new 3,000 home community with

schools, health and leisure facilities,
as well as offices and retail outlets –
is taking shape.
A busy autumn of tree planting and
landscaping is bearing fruit with the
wildflower meadow in blossom and
the waterways and ponds, which
run through the new community,
starting to fill and attract wildlife.
This work will continue through
this coming Autumn when the
final phase of tree planting and
the planting of an orchard will be
completed.
A beach-themed feature is also
being created by expanding and
channelling the natural watercourse
through the area and installing
water reeds, rushes and stepping
stones. The ‘beach’ reuses much

of the stone found during the initial
building works and they are now
complementing the landscape and
providing natural “stairways” for
residents.
“The aim of Countesswells is to
enhance the already stunning natural
environment with well-designed and
planned green spaces and features
that deliver a truly unique place to live,
work and relax,” said Allan McGregor,
Countesswells project director.
“Ensuring the site is as biodiverse as
possible will promote well-being
for those living in the community
and connect the settlement with
the surrounding landscape. As the
community and plant life literally starts
to flourish, it’s great to see that we are
sticking to the original vision for the
community.
“The project is one of the largest in the
country but it’s unique in that the level
of consideration for landscaping and
supporting natural wildlife has taken
precedence over the construction of
the homes.”

Once construction is complete across
the entire estate; Countesswells will
feature four large parks, the largest of
which will be the 11 hectare Cults Burn
Park. These parks will not only benefit
the residents but attract new and
diverse wildlife.
As new residents flock to
Countesswells to make their new
homes, 32 different bird species and
numerous small mammals such as
hedgehogs will be doing the same.
The landscaping of the development
will provide safe havens and natural
trails for local wildlife; all situated
comfortably and responsibly alongside
paths, cycleways and riding routes for
residents.
The project will connect the woodland
areas of Hazlehead and Countesswells
together to create a sweeping
vista that sticks true to the original
masterplan for the site.
The first park is due to be unveiled in
mid-August, when the area will be
open to the public to enjoy.

For more information see www.countesswells.com
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Nestled among ancient woodlands and rolling countryside, Countesswells
is becoming a thriving community...of birds, wildlife and people.
Here homes and businesses will nestle within over 74 acres of parks, landscaped
open space, walkways, cycle paths and bridle trails.

Graham Jacobs

Countesswells will be home to 2 new primary schools, an academy, cafes and a supermarket,
with a central park planned. Within the leafy surrounds, there’s space for shops and businesses
too, making it the perfect place to live and set up business.

T 01224 343934
E production@agcc.co.uk
Editorial Support

Just 15 minutes from the centre of Aberdeen, close to the airport, the AWPR and the business parks of
west Aberdeen, Countesswells is ideally positioned for business and perfectly placed for living life to the full.

Anisha Patel
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E anisha.patel@agcc.co.uk

Countesswells. Extremely well connected.
Louise Norrie

VISIT COUNTESSWELLS TODAY
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We thank our Premier Partners
for their continued support of
the Chamber

Chamber
Viewpoint
Upsides
WELCOME to this special Offshore
Europe edition of Business
Bulletin.
This biennial conference and exhibition
has become established as the largest
E&P event in Europe and one of the
most significant across the world; and
it keeps Aberdeen positioned front
and centre as a global energy city.
As well as focusing on ‘embracing new
realities’, the event provides a great
platform for the Aberdeen city region
to tell its story to a wide and diverse
audience. In 2015 108 nations were
represented and this year we expect
up to 50,000 visitors to pass through
the doors of the AECC to meet, talk
and hopefully do business with more
than a thousand exhibitors.
On the topic of the venue this is, of
course, the last Offshore Europe that
will be held at the current Bridge of
Don site. Construction of the new
£330m exhibition and conference
centre just a stones-throw from
Aberdeen International Airport, is
moving on apace. Once complete
in 2019 it will include hotels, a
12,500-capacity arena, 6,000 sqm
of exhibition space, an energy centre
and aims to be the most sustainable
building of its type in the UK.
The venue will be operated by SMG, a
leading worldwide convention facility
management company. We welcome
them to the region as the newest
Premier Partner of the Chamber and
look forward to working with them to
ensure the region benefits from having
such an asset.

The establishment of the OGTC and
the positive early progress being made
towards their laudable and achievable
ambition of cementing our place in the
top three global energy technology
locations.
We have ‘new kids on the block’ such
as Chrysaor, Siccar Point Energy,
Neptune Oil & Gas, Verus, and
Independent Oil & Gas bringing fresh
thinking and ways of operating and a
number of positive announcements
and developments from established
operators.
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Premier
Partners

Our supply chain companies continue
to broaden their horizons by exploring
opportunities in international
markets, many of them assisted
by the Chamber’s wide ranging
programme of export support. This,
in turn, will contribute to the ambition
of anchoring a significant energy
servicing and project management
hub here well into the future.
Finally, there appears to be a mood of
cautious optimism backed up by our
26th Oil & Gas survey in which 42% of
respondents expected their business
to be growing by January 2018 with
only 2% declining.
Of course, despite these conditions
do remain challenging. We need
Government to provide the conditions
to incentivise long term activity and
companies to bring the necessary
future investment. So, we need to
strike a balance between accentuating
the positive while ensuring that there is
no let-up in the pace of change.
Enjoy the show. It must go on!

The difficulties of the last two to three
years are well documented but amid
talk of subsea and topsides, what are
the upsides?
Firstly, there are many years left in the
operational life of the UKCS and this
has been underpinned by the progress
we have seen in process efficiencies,
innovation and collaboration.

Want to learn more?

Contact Seona Shand, head of membership
T 01224 343929
E seona.shand@agcc.co.uk
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Russell Borthwick
chief executive
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Catherine MacGregor

It’s a new dawn
IT IS time to shed some positive
light on the future of our industry
as SPE Offshore Europe 2017
opens its doors in Aberdeen
and the industry begins to show
signs of recovery. While the past
three years have been tough, we
have also learned a lot. We have
seen initiatives from industry
stakeholders that have resulted
in a 50% reduction of operating
costs in the UKCS since 2014.

by Catherine MacGregor,
chair,
SPE Offshore Europe 2017
president,
Drilling Group, Schlumberger.

While incremental improvements
across the supply chain account
for much of the cost reduction,
we are starting to see some more
transformational initiatives. These
include a rethinking of the way we
do things, including new types of
collaboration, embracing the benefits
of early engagement and innovative
procurement approaches.
Another comes from technology.
Particularly distinct technologies that
improve efficiency and innovative
digital, big-data technologies that are
game changers. These will facilitate
our industry’s transformation.
The rewards and benefits of
transformation are immense: enabling
sustainable operating cost reductions;
modernising our industry; contributing
to increased safety and making it more
attractive to the younger generation.

Embrace a digital dawn
More investment is needed in research
and development (R&D) to fast-track
the journey from drawing board to
deployment. Compared to other
sectors, the industry has been slow to
welcome the digital dawn. However,
new technologies and processes
developed through digitalisation,
automation, big data, etc., should be
considered as enablers and facilitators;
it is the willingness of the industry to
embrace the efficiencies they can
bring that will sustain and help stabilise
the industry in the long term.

8
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Offshore Europe
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Bringing the industry into the digital
age will also make it more attractive
to the younger generation as a career
choice. The deep slumps of our
cyclical industry often get in the way
of our attractiveness as an employer.
This is a major challenge and core to
our ambitions to be more sustainable
and to reconnect with young people
who have been raised as digital
natives. Severe headcount reductions
and job uncertainty have given us a
poor image but on top of that, we also
lag behind other industries in terms of
technology adoption.
Digitalisation and automation will also
have a huge impact on safety with
the possibility of having more people
working from the office as opposed
to offshore. For the drilling sector, as
an example, there is the potential to
massively reduce drilling costs and
transform the drilling environment.

A platform for re-invention
SPE Offshore Europe 2017 will
facilitate constructive discussion,
which, I hope, will lead to action. We
have invited leaders from outside the
industry to share their experiences
and best practices. Other industries
have adopted new procurement
approaches; it is clear that our industry
can learn from these practices.
We are now in a new reality
that requires joined forces and
collaboration. The advancement
of digital technologies can only
be realised if we embrace the
opportunities they can bring and
by doing so, can welcome a new
generation of engineers, innovators
and leaders. The industry is definitely
ready for it. I look forward to seeing
the technology of tomorrow on show
this week and learning how it has
made a difference in operations when
SPE Offshore Europe returns in 2019.

End of an era

“Aberdeen is, and will
continue to be, proud
to host an event of
this scale and looks
forward to developing
the support for
our businesses and
providing them with
that platform”
Dawn Schultz,
promotion & events
manager,
Aberdeen City Council

WHEN the inaugural Offshore
Europe was launched (as
Offshore Scotland) in tents
at the University of Aberdeen
in 1973 there were just 5000
people working in the North Sea
oil industry.
Last year it was estimated that more
than 330,000 jobs in the UK are
delivered through or supported by oil
and gas production and from small
beginnings the Offshore Europe
exhibition and conference has become
one of the most important industry
events in the world.
The success of the first event
prompted not only a name change
befitting a host city which was to
become the oil capital of Europe but
also a move to a larger venue.
It was held in a massive tented village,
or “tentie toon,” as it became known,
at its new home on Grampian Regional

Council’s showground at Bridge of
Don.
Five shows were held there until, in
1985, the new Aberdeen Exhibition
and Conference Centre (AECC) was
built.
Every two years giant structures
have been installed at the AECC for
the four-day event which attracted
63,000 visitors in 2015 from more
than 100 countries and around 1,500
exhibiting companies.
It has been visited by prime ministers,
first ministers, energy minsters and
royalty but this month is the last time
that the AECC at the Bridge of Don
will be at the heart of the event.
In two years the event will be held at
the new £333m world class exhibition
and conference centre being built
adjacent to Aberdeen International
Airport.
Dawn Schultz, Aberdeen City Council’s 
9
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promotion and events manager in the
economic development service, is one
of those feeling a little nostalgic about
the end of an era at the Bridge of Don
having been involved in the event since
1993.
“I remember how my first impression
of it was the sheer scale,” she said. “I
had heard people talk about it because
it had been around for some time, but I
don’t think anyone can prepare you for
the size of the temporary structures.
“I won’t miss the leaky roofs which we
suffered in the years when the weather
was not in favour but for me it is simply
a phenomenal feat of engineering
to build an event of this type on the
space we have at the AECC.
“We know that site as it is for the other
50 weeks of the year – just a car park.
Then you walk into the exhibition
and you have all these structures,
sometimes double tiered and all the
supporting infrastructure.”
Along with Aberdeenshire Council,
Aberdeen City Council provides a
stand in a prominent position which
offers a showcase for the industry
knowledge and expertise which exists
10

in Aberdeen and the wider region,
as well as a platform for local SMEs
which otherwise might not be able
to access the event to highlight their
goods and services. As a result of
this support many have gone on to
grow their business success and host
stands of their own at global shows
while developing strong international
connections. All of which strengthens
Aberdeen’s position as a global energy
city.
“Aberdeen is, and will continue to be,
proud to host an event of this scale
and looks forward to developing
the support for our businesses and
providing them with that platform,”
Dawn said.
“We know how to execute things
at this year’s event because it is an
existing, tried and tested model.
2019 will bring some excitement and
curiosity because of the new venue
and I am really looking forward to it.”
Aberdeen’s Lord Provost Barney
Crockett agrees: “This is obviously the
end of an era and some people have
spent an employment lifetime at the
AECC. I think the main note will be one

of huge positivity for the future with
the tremendously ambitious project
of the new exhibition centre offering
the best experience in the world of
exhibitions.”

He said the international standing of
the event was clear from the fact that
the chief executive of Petrobras, Pedro
Parente, is to speak at the opening
plenary session of the conference.

He has attended every Offshore
Europe since he was elected as a
councillor a decade ago and said: “It’s
an anchor for the city, an institution at
the centre of what the city offers and I
think internationalism is the key to this
city.”

The Lord Provost said he looked
forward to the new centre hosting
Offshore Europe 2019.

He said over that period European
and world interest has grown in the
show and in businesses in the area.
The format of the exhibition has
also altered with the emphasis now
on smaller companies to which the
oil majors reach out to via Offshore
Europe.
“The emphasis is on the smaller
companies and that’s particularly to do
with what Aberdeen has to offer. We
are seeing very strong interest from
the most senior people in oil and gas
because it’s a very challenging time
and everyone is out trying to look at
things and that includes the people at
the very apex of the companies.”

“It will offer much greater flexibility
and will attract more dramatic shows
in terms of entertainment but it will
also cater to very specialised industrial
needs much more effectively.
“It will be an incredible offering to have
the exhibition centre at an airport with
flights to all the major hubs and hotels
all around I think that’s going to be an
enormously attractive proposition for
businesses, not only in oil and gas, but
well beyond that.
“We will be ever more attractive to the
international market and I think we will
see a lot more interest from around the
world and in particular from Asia and
South America.”
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months earlier but people had not
installed it.
“It is very important to give your
staff user awareness training so they
understand cyber essentials like
what updates are, how to apply them
and how to look out for threats and
phishing emails. We deliver that in
a classroom, face-to-face. We find
people understand the risks better if
we demonstrate some of the tools and
techniques which the hackers use.
“The next one is boundary controls
and simply installing firewalls is not
enough. You need someone with
expertise to ensure they are tailored
to your business and every one is
different.

Protect and prevent
IN RECENT months it has
become patently obvious just
how vulnerable business and
personal computer users are to
hacking and ransomware.

Dave Tawse,
managing director,
Nimbus Blue

Earlier this year the Wannacry
ransomware attack affected at least
300,000 computers in 150 countries
and caused mayhem throughout
the NHS. Money was the motive for
that attack, alleged to have come
from North Korea, whereas politics
was behind the hacking of senior
Democrats’ email accounts during
the America campaign for which the
finger of blame was pointed towards
Russia.
According to research, a company is
hit by ransomware every 40 seconds
and according to Dave Tawse,
managing director of Westhill-based
IT support and data security company
Nimbus Blue, it is big business.

Austen Clark,
managing director,
Clark Integrated Technologies
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“Many of the attacks are orchestrated
by highly organised criminal gangs like
the Mafia. They see cyber exploitation
as a very attractive proposition - why

bother with high risk crime such as
drugs and people trafficking when you
can make more money with much less
risk?” he said.
However, Dave and his team very
successfully protect their clients and
the measures they put in place have
ensured that none were affected
by any of recent high profile cyber
incidents.
He has offered five key pieces of
advice to help prevent Chamber
members become victims of
increasingly common cyber crime.
“The first is that if you have antivirus
installed on your staff computers you
must ensure the right people receive
any alerts and monitor the system. If
individual staff members receive an
alert they may ignore it or click on
what they think is the right answer.

“Finally, something which is often
overlooked, particularly by small and
medium businesses, is access control.
You must ensure that staff have access
to everything they require, but only
to that and not to things they don’t
require and that means unused emails
and passwords should be carefully
controlled.
“Cyber security can be a proper
minefield and just like securing your
house it is only as good as the weakest
link.
“The biggest threat to business is
typically insiders, the actions of people
who work for the company, either
deliberately to accidentally.

“One mistake companies make
is to think they are too small or
not relevant enough or don’t
have enough money in the
bank to be a target. These
guys don’t know that and
employ a scattergun approach
to see what sticks.”
Austen Clark, managing
director of Clark Integrated
Technologies, said that many
firms expose themselves to
the real danger of being hit by
cybercrime even though there
are easy, tangible measures
which all organisations can
follow to reduce their risk of
becoming a victim.
“The internet brings huge
business opportunities but
it also brings risks and every
single day businesses face
cyber-attacks, with attempts to
steal information and money,
or disrupt business.
“Attackers have the patience
to acquire multiple footholds
so then can launch an attack
at the proper time. They
are more motivated and
sophisticated than ever to
target a company’s data, and
data theft has been the driving
force behind many of the latest
attacks and is viewed as the
world’s newest currency.

“So, it is increasingly important to manage
risks and protect business. Focus on
protecting data and standardisation and
use independent advisers to manage your
interests.
“If your business does become the victim
of hacking, it’s important to dissect a
breach after it has occurred as this can
help understand how to prevent it from
happening again. However, like most things in
life, prevention is so much better than cure.
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Cyber Security
Feature

“There’s really no such thing as a silver
bullet– all systems have weaknesses and
vulnerabilities - but there is help and
guidance available to help avoid becoming
the next victim of cybercrime.” 

Austen’s top 10 tips
1. Install and update anti-virus,
anti-spam and firewalls
2. Carry out regular updates on all
software and devices
3. Change your password regularly
(make it difficult to guess)
4. Secure your network
5. Provide clear and concise
procedures for handling email,
internet and mobile devices
6. Train your staff in good security
practices
7. Implement and test backup plans
8. Carry out regular security risk
assessments to identify important
information and systems
9. Carry out regular security testing
of your business
10. Be suspicious – not everyone is
a prince with $100m dollars to
send your way

“The second thing on my list is
patching, or updates, and failure to
update played a significant role in the
impact on the NHS of Wannacry. The
vulnerability which was used to spread
it had been fixed by Microsoft three
13
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Mark Mair, managing director of
Skibo Technologies, paraphrased
former Prime Minister Tony Blair when
outlining his advice to businesses in the
fight against cyber crime – “education,
education, education.”
“Companies can spend a lot of money
on technical solutions such as firewalls,
antivirus software, intrusion detection
and prevention systems and bring
your own device solutions. Sometimes
they will spend hundreds of thousands
of pounds, putting in these technical
controls but all of them can be
rendered useless simply by the actions
of one individual in a company clicking
on a link, installing software or doing
something at the behest of the cyber
criminals.
“The most cost-effective investment a
company can make in terms of cyber
security is to properly educate the
staff.
“What cyber criminals will do is send
in a phishing email, a text message,
or even a voicemail message which
persuades a computer user within that
company to follow an action and that
action effectively bypasses all of these
expensive security controls.”
He said the education should be an
ongoing process and Skibo, which
was established in 2002, had used
its experience to develop a short
e-learning based cyber security
14

awareness programme aimed at nontechnical users of IT systems.
“We have been involved in many cyber
security breaches over the years and in
each instance a lack of user awareness
has been a significant factor.
“These have included a small business
in which a user clicked opened an
infected attachment which encrypted
all their company data and effectively
lost them bookings, customer details
and financial information.
At the other end of the scale we had
one business which reacted to an
email which came in and the result was
a seven-figure sum being transferred
out of its bank.
“In both of those instances technical
solutions like intrusion detection
systems, antivirus and firewalls
wouldn’t have made any difference
because the criminals were able to
manipulate members of staff.
Training would have significantly
reduced the likelihood of them falling
victims to those scams.”
He said “CFO fraud” was also
increasingly prevalent.
“An email comes in, usually from the
chief financial officer, asking someone
in accounts to make urgent payments
for whatever reason and if these are
acted upon then the company’s losses
can be huge.

“We had a small business which lost
almost £30,000 because someone
acted on an email which he thought
was from a director. There is also
mandate fraud when a company
receives notification, purporting to
come from a company with which they
do business, giving notification of new
bank details. The company then pays
legitimate invoices but pays the values
to a bank account which is under the
control of criminals.
“The criminals are becoming more
and more sophisticated. We have
all seen the emails in Times New
Roman font from someone in Nigeria
who wants to get $20m out but, for
example, criminals are now registering
domain names very similar to genuine
companies. The only difference may
be a couple of letters turned back to
front and to someone taking just a
casual glance at an email it looks as if it
has come in from a legitimate source.
“There is no software or technical
controls we can put in place to stop
that sort of thing so my message, loud
and clear, is that training your staff to
spot the scams, to have good practice
and to be vigilant is far more cost
effective.”

A vision of things to come.

www.woodgroup.com
Stand 5B100
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OILFIELD
DECOMMISSIONING

Decom by design

by Ray Grant,

environmental director,
John Lawrie Group.

AN ESTABLISHED TRACK RECORD OF PROCESSING AND
DISMANTLING OILFIELD AND INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURES.
• Onshore decom service

• Excellent track record

• Quayside dismantling service

• ISO 18001, 14001 & 9001
accredited

• Licenced waste treatment
facilities

• NORM decontamination
& disposal

HERE at John Lawrie Decom we
have seen a steady ramping up
of decommissioning activity in
recent years, largely involving
the receipt, processing and
recycling of subsea infrastructure
and piece small items. The
flexibility and mobility of our
onshore service offering enables
us to work at any location
throughout Scotland, and indeed
the UK, to suit specific client
requirements, without tying
ourselves to any particular port.
Given the irregular nature of
decommissioning work, this
method of working enables us
to maintain a low-cost base and,
therefore, offer a competitive
service on a project by project
basis.
But what about the many larger
structures such as topsides and
jackets which are currently in the
planning stages for removal and
decommissioning? Given the large
number of ports and quayside
facilities, Scotland has the potential
capability and capacity to receive
more of the larger piece or single lift
decommissioning market in the future
to capture the installations located in
the northern and central North Sea
areas. However, significant investment
is needed to develop strategically
located onshore facilities with deep
water berthing in order to attract large
scale decommissioning to Scotland.
Clearly, this would need to be balanced
between the scale of the investment
against the certainty, or possibly
uncertainty, of demand. A small
number of ports of course already
have made, or are in the process of

making, such investment and forming
alliances with a competent supply
chain. Many more port operators are
talking about it but have yet to make
the bold step. Hardly surprising given
the many tens of millions of pounds
of investment required to upgrade
their quaysides against a backdrop
of uncertainty and no guarantee of
winning any work.
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John Lawrie

One thing I cannot get my head
around is the constant mention,
mainly by politicians it has to said, of a
decommissioning “jobs bonanza”. Most
certainly there will be additional jobs if
we can attract the larger scale projects
to Scotland. However, a recent press
release for one port development
currently underway in Scotland spoke
about creating more than 5,000 jobs
alone. Frankly, I can’t see where these
jobs are coming from and would like
to see a more measured account of
how the numbers have been arrived at
(or maybe I’m just not cut out to be a
politician!).
One thing’s for sure, there are
significant opportunities waiting to be
won for companies and organisations
who can demonstrate they have the
necessary combination of strategically
located facilities, skills, capabilities,
experience and competencies
to deliver a comprehensive and
competitive decommissioning
package.
At John Lawrie Decom, we’re working
with our trusted partner organisations,
have successfully completed several
decommissioning projects and
established an excellent track record
in decommissioning thus far; and
are looking forward to the further
development and spread of our
service offering – watch this space.

johnlawrie.com
Greenbank Rd, East Tullos Industrial Estate,
Aberdeen AB12 3BQ | 01224 871844
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AAB
Monthly opinion
Ensuring compliance with
the Criminal Finance Act
THE introduction of the Criminal
Finances Act 2017 from September
30, 2017 represents a major overhaul
of financial crime legislation. The act
introduces new criminal offences to
make businesses accountable for
criminality in the workplace.
The UK Government believes that
businesses should be criminally liable
where they fail to prevent those who
act on their behalf from facilitating
certain criminal offences. The range of
economic crimes in the new legislation
covers crimes such as tax evasion,
money laundering and false accounting.
The new offences are intended not
only to encourage businesses to do
more to prevent staff from engaging in
criminality, but to also foster a culture of
corporate responsibility so that threats
are eliminated prior to taking root in an
organisation.
Much debate has resulted over this new
legislation. Under present UK laws, to
hold a company liable for the illegal
acts of directors, employees or agents
it was vital to show that the individuals
responsible represented the ‘controlling
mind’ behind the company’s affairs.
This approach was criticised for making
it difficult to prosecute companies
where the directors can be some
distance removed from the day-to-day
activities of their employees.
The legislation is wider in scope than
present laws and will make businesses
criminally liable if they fail to prevent
criminality by either a member of their
staff or an external agent, even where
the business was not involved in the act
or was unaware of it.

Business
Current Account

Reasonable prevention procedures
Modelled on section 7(2) of the Bribery
Act 2010, the act provides for a defence
where at the time of the offence the
relevant body has in force ‘reasonable
prevention procedures’.

25 months

If a business can demonstrate that it
has put in place a system of reasonable
prevention procedures that identifies
and mitigates its facilitation risks, then
the business will be less likely to face
prosecution.
In order to ensure compliance with
the act, businesses should therefore
ensure that they have reviewed their
current practices to minimise any risks.
After reviewing any risks, businesses
should create or revise its procedures
to effectively deal with concerns
identified. This may include:
•

Reviewing their anti-fraud and 		
corruption policy including their
staff codes of conduct

•

Demonstrating a commitment at
senior level to prevent the financial
crime

•

Providing staff training including
senior executives and board
members on recognising and
preventing financial crime

•

Implementing effective
whistleblowing procedures to
encourage all staff to report
financial crime in their organisation

free day-to-day
banking

by Sean McAuley,
fraud services senior manager,
Anderson Anderson & Brown LLP

We’re making our longest ever, free
day-to-day banking offer available to
both start-ups and switchers. Because
we believe businesses from here should
be rewarded for banking here.

Offer applies to new business customers with a turnover of less than £2 million switching their main business current account or start ups opening their first account within 12 months of beginning trading. No charges
apply in the 25 month period to cash or cheque deposits and withdrawals, Direct Debits or other automated transactions. Cash limit (paid in, paid out or exchanged) of £250,000 per annum. Charges for “Other additional
services”, (including the Post Office Change Service) and “borrowing charges” are not part of the free banking offer and highlighted in our business banking tariff. At the end of the period you will move to our Business
Tariff. Borrowing facilities up to £250,000 available subject to status, fees apply.

Business
Banking
cbonline.co.uk/business
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To find out more contact:
Amy Eley – Small Business Development Manager
amy.eley@cybg.com
07766 366 306

Clydesdale Bank PLC is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority (Financial Services Register No. 121873).
Clydesdale Bank PLC. Registered in Scotland (No. SC001111). Registered Office: 30 St. Vincent Place, Glasgow, G1 2HL.
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by Neil Gordon,
chief executive,
Subsea UK
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Embrace the change

Joint venture partnership

THERE are encouraging signs
that the oil and gas market is
starting to show some signs
of recovery, according to Neil
Gordon, chief executive of
Subsea UK.

“Increasingly our members are
diversifying their offerings to break
into the growing marine renewables
industry, particularly in offshore
wind, and extending their global
reach to boost exports. Whether
it’s driven by necessity as a result of
the collapse in one market or by the
opportunity being created in another,
diversification and internationalisation
leads to long-term success and
sustainability.

INTERNATIONAL SOS, the
world’s leading medical and
travel security risk services
company, and Iqarus, a
leading provider of intelligent
and integrated healthcare
for demanding and complex
environments, have announced
a joint venture partnership to
leverage mutual capabilities and
services.

“Offshore wind, wave and tidal are the
obvious markets into which products
and services can be most easily
transferred and, with the predicted
boom in renewable energy, there is no
better time to broaden your business
base and make it happen.

The partnership will operate as ‘Iqarus,
In Association with International
SOS’, and will see the businesses
work together to enhance strategic
operations across key service lines.

“News of projects at early
development stage is beginning to
filter through but it will be some time
before there’s cause for genuine
optimism across the subsea supply
chain,” he said. “Operational spend in
inspection, repair and maintenance
(IRM) continues to be a challenge as
companies continue to operate within
very tight budgets.
“The industry needs fresh ideas and
new technologies to push it forward
and we are seeing a will across the
sector to develop different practices
and different approaches. Events like
Offshore Europe provide a strong
platform for the industry to come
together, build relationships and
identify smarter ways of working.
“The theme of this year’s event,
‘Embracing New Realities’, clearly
spells out what we must do if we want
to come out of this downturn in a
stronger position than ever before. If
the current environment has taught
us one thing, it’s the need to have a
more balanced spread of business, not
just in terms of geography but also
in relation to the industry sectors in
which we operate.
“As we stressed at our flagship
conference and exhibition, Subsea
Expo, earlier this year, we must adapt
in order to survive. The UK is in a
strong position to embrace the new
norm and, indeed, can capitalise upon
it, but to improve efficiencies and
maximise opportunities for all, we
must be more open to doing things in
a different way.

“The UK is universally recognised as
a global leader and pioneer in subsea
engineering. We have an enviable
track-record for excellence in all
aspects of underwater operations
including innovation and technology
as well as the skills and services to
support it. With such a pre-eminent
capability, diversification is really a
no-brainer for our sector and for the
emerging industries which are seeking
underwater expertise, knowledge,
skills and technology.
“However, we must not forget that
there are still many years of life left in
the UK’s offshore oil and gas industry.
Much work has been done to reduce
cost and improve efficiency, but the
UK needs to keep working to make
these improvements and remain
competitive in the global marketplace.
“Difficult decisions and big changes
need to be made that will positively
impact the oil and gas landscape for
decades to come. With over 50,000
delegates expected to attend Offshore
Europe 2017, there is no better place to
address these issues at such a pivotal
time and “embrace” the change.”

The businesses will collaborate to
develop International SOS Offshore
and Occupational Health Centres
and consulting operations and
Iqarus’ Occupational Health Centre of
Excellence - both based in Aberdeen.
They will also work in partnership
across International SOS’ Government
Medical Services business and Iqarus’
operations in the same area.
As part of the agreement, the
businesses will combine expertise in
Aberdeen to create a market leading
centre of excellence and innovation
in offshore occupational healthcare.
This will strengthen local capability
and global support for Northern Seas
clients in the oil and gas industry.
It will also enable the businesses
to build and create additional
value in contracts and services to
supranationals, Governments, IGOs,
militaries and NGOs operating in
difficult and challenging environments.
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Subsea UK
Neil Gordon

As a result of this, the joint venture
will also be able to develop innovative
public private healthcare initiatives
to address the need in geographic
markets newly opened to the global
economy.
The joint venture will be led by Tim
Mitchell, CEO of Iqarus. Based out of
global headquarters in Dubai, it will link
seamlessly into the global reach of the
International SOS Assistance and Aero
Medical Evacuation services.
Tim said: “By creating this market
leading offering, we will be able to
address the rapidly growing need
for innovative healthcare initiatives
in countries currently underserved
by existing healthcare infrastructure.
This partnership will also enable us to
provide higher quality and even better
value for our customers - creating a
company which sits at the very heart
of innovation and excellence within our
industry.”

Tim Mitchell CEO of Iqarus and
Michael Gardner, group director
medical services, International SOS

Laurent Sabourin, group managing
director, International SOS, added:
“This joint venture forms part of
International SOS’ strategy to form
alliances, partnerships and joint
ventures to provide best in class
services to our clients. International
SOS excels in identifying and
driving successful joint ventures
and partnerships to complement
and strengthen our wholly owned
International SOS operations. We
remain committed to grow our Medical
Services business in the extractive and
other industries from its current 900
sites in 90 countries worldwide.”

THERE IS NO BETTER
INVESTMENT THAN
ONE MADE IN HEALTH

in association with

Our intelligent and integrated capabilities redefine health
delivery through quality, simplicity and efficiency.
iqarus.com
20

internationalsos.com
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Gavin Henry,
managing director, SureVolP

SureVoIP invests for the future

MMS joins forces with world’s largest law firm

SUREVOIP, which specialises in using the internet to deliver telecoms, has made a six-figure
investment in new technology to enable it to compete with some of the industry’s major
players and create opportunities for significant future growth.
The business has invested more than £100,000 in new hardware, network changes,
installation and consultancy and has achieved integration with Signalling System No.7
(SS7) telephony. This is an Ofcom-regulated way of physically connecting to BT’s own
network, rather than over the internet, which gives SureVoIP the same capability as network
operators such as BT, Gamma, TalkTalk, or Virgin.
The Aberdeen-based company, which is a network operator with its own equipment in
Edinburgh and London, is the first Scottish-owned and headquartered internet telephony
service provider (ITSP) to achieve this standard – the highest level that can be reached by
an independent firm.
SureVoIP currently employs seven staff and plans to add three to its team by early 2018 to
help develop its existing software and product offering.
Gavin Henry, managing director of SureVoIP, said: “While it’s quite common amongst the
industry’s big players, our adoption of SS7 technology gives SureVoIP a unique competitive
advantage compared to other ITSPs in the UK and clearly demonstrates our commitment
to providing the highest level of service and technical capability.
“SS7 is the only way to be connected to the heart of the UK’s public switched telephone
network (PSTN), which is governed by industry regulator and competition authority
Ofcom for uptime and pricing. In contrast, the products of all other major managed
service providers are not regulated in this way; giving SureVoIP and its customers a clear
differentiator.”

LEADING Scottish firm Maclay Murray & Spens announced that it is to
combine with Dentons, the world’s largest law firm.
“Maclay Murray & Spens is a Scottish leader in some of our strongest practices
and sectors including Financial Services, Energy, Transport & Infrastructure,
and Real Estate,” said Jeremy Cohen, chief executive officer for Dentons’ UK
and Middle East region. “By combining we will also significantly increase our
out-of-London capability. Working seamlessly with colleagues in London, our
Milton Keynes and Watford offices already enable us to deliver enhanced value
to many of our largest clients. This combination will upscale that ability by a
very considerable margin.”

Kenneth Shand (left),
chief executive officer, MMS
Jeremy Cohen
chief executive officer, Dentons’ UK and
Middle East region
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“Joining forces with the world’s largest law firm is tremendously exciting for
us,” said Kenneth Shand, chief executive officer of Maclay Murray & Spens.
“With offices across the Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia-Pacific, Dentons
will unquestionably be the only significant player in Scotland which is a
genuinely global firm. We will have a unique ability to offer Scottish businesses
with international ambitions access to the largest array of legal talent in the
world, and international firms with an interest in Scotland, the resources of one
of the world’s most innovative and forward-thinking law firms.”

—

Culzean contract for Wood Group
WOOD Group has been awarded a new contract by Maersk to deliver
mechanical and management services for the hook-up and commissioning of
the Culzean gas condensate field in the UK central North Sea.
At peak manning, approximately 200 new jobs will be created by the project
to support the new three platform, high pressure, high temperature (HPHT)
development, which is expected to begin production in 2019. The three-year
contract is effective immediately.

—

Major increase in Aberdeen office take-up
WHAT WE DO

MAKING THE SEA

Key deals include Marathon Oil taking 31,668 sq ft from Kennedy Wilson at
the Hill of Rubislaw, Total’s 108,000 sq ft assignation from Subsea 7 at Arnhall
Business Park and legal firm Stronachs’ lease of 13,683 sq ft at 28 Albyn Place.

A SAFE PLACE TO WORK

At ESVAGT we deliver safety and support at sea. We focus on quality and safety and provide a wide
range of specialized services to the offshore oil, gas and wind industries:
Standby, rescue and MOB duties
Oilspill response services

OFFICE take-up in Aberdeen in the first half of 2017 reached approximately
270,000 sq ft, a 17% increase on total take-up for the whole of 2016 (231,000
sq ft).

Tanker assists, rig moves and AHTS services
Subsea, firefighting and survey duties

ESVAGT’s fleet comprises more than 40 modern offshore support vessels with high quality
specifications and professional crews trained for operations in harsh and cold weather conditions.
Learn more about ESVAGT at www.esvagt.com

Dan Smith, director at Savills Aberdeen, said: “The improvement in market
sentiment and deal activity we reported at the end of the first quarter in
Aberdeen continues as the city sees increased churn from both new and
existing occupiers. This is largely a result of lease events, improving energy
sector demand and increased flexibility relative to lease terms.”
With the expected completion of Titan/BA Pension Fund’s Silver Fin Building
(135,000 sq ft) and Muse/Aviva’s Marischal Square (175,000 sq ft) – both of
which were due for practical completion in July – Savills expects the strong
level of leasing activity to continue as occupiers look to relocate to better
quality office accommodation in the city.
Savills figures do not include the 48,000 sq ft letting at The Capitol to
Chrysaor Energy (where Savills advised the landlord Knight Property and
M&G Real Estate).

ESVAGT UK Ltd • Dock Gate House • Waterloo Quay • Aberdeen, AB11 5DF
Phone: +44 7377 877 046 • cts@esvagt.com
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Centre takes next steps to
transform the industry
THE Oil & Gas Technology Centre
is continuing apace in its efforts to
develop and deploy technologies that
transform the oil and gas industry,
helping unlock the full potential of
the North Sea and anchor the supply
chain in North-east Scotland.

Our Technology Accelerator is gearing up
to help smaller technology developers take
their solution to the market by offering
expert mentoring, access to facilities and
skills, field testing opportunities and funding
with no equity or pay back required.
Our goal is to invest in 100 technology
companies in the next decade.

We now have 16 member organisations,
including major operators – Total, Chevron
and Nexen – alongside information
technology firms Resulting and Kippitech,
subsea integrity specialist, 1CSI, and subsea
technology companies, Exnics and EC-OG.

The construction of our unique Innovation
Hub, located in the lower level of our
Queens Road centre, is well underway. The
Hub will provide an exciting, engaging and
collaborative physical space combining state
of the art presentation and collaboration
technologies with internal and external
resources. A key aim is to address known
problems and explore oil and gas relevant
applications of technology adopted in other
industries, such as robotics.

Testing new technology in a live operational
environment is an essential part of the
innovation journey and we’re delighted to
have been invited by Total and Chevron to
join them on eight individual offshore field
trials to be completed by October 2017.
We’re working with Exnics to develop a
unique subsea flow meter which can be
retrofitted to measure oil and gas flowrates
from subsea wells. Improving measurement
was identified as a key focus area by the
industry’s Technology Leadership Board.
We’re working with EC-OG in preparation
for a field trial for the company’s subsea
power hub – a subsea energy generation
and storage device which harnesses ocean
currents to provide the power required
to operate well controls and other critical
subsea equipment.

24
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Colette Cohen, chief executive of the Oil
& Gas Technology Centre said: “Since our
launch in February 2017, we’ve screened
more than 200 technologies and have an
excellent pipeline of opportunities, with
operating companies now facilitating field
trials on the UKCS.
“We’re proud to welcome new members to
the Oil & Gas Technology Centre and look
forward to helping innovative companies
take their concepts from early stage
development through to deployment in the
oil field.”
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Business rates
Understanding business rates
Scottish Government’s transitional relief

Aberdeenshire Council

THE Scottish Government has introduced a
transitional rates relief scheme specifically for
the office and hospitality sectors. This enables
hospitality businesses and offices to limit their
business rates bill increase to 12.5% in real terms
(14.75% after inflation) for the year 2017/18, but
has to be applied for.

The relief scheme in Aberdeenshire is cross
sectoral. Relief awarded by Aberdeenshire Council
is based on a percentage and the relief will
automatically be applied to your rates bill. You do
not need to apply for the local transitional relief if
your business premises are in Aberdeenshire.

Local transitional rates relief
Local transitional business rates relief has
also been introduced by Aberdeen City and
Aberdeenshire Councils.

Aberdeen City Council

To help determine if your business could be
eligible for the governmental or local relief we’ve
put together the following flowchart. Our Guide
to Business Rates Transitional Relief which
includes direct links to the required forms can be
downloaded on our website: www.agcc.co.uk/
political-influence-downloads

The relief is for properties which do not qualify for
the office and hospitality rates relief. The relief is
only available for one year and must be applied
for by September 30, 2017. The relief is restricted
to increases of 12.5% in real terms (14.75% after
inflation) on new rates bills. There is a maximum
relief available per applicable property depending
on its rateable value.

Yes

Increase in
property rates
by more than
12.5% real
terms?

Is your
Property in the
Hospitality or
Office sector?

No

Yes

Is your
Property
located in the
City or Shire?

Shir
e

Is your
Property
located in the
City or Shire?

City

No

Apply for
government
relief via the
Aberdeenshire
Council
website

Apply for
local relief
via the Aberdeen
City Council
Website

re

Shi

You are not
eligible to apply
for transitional relief
but check the Council
websites, as you
may be entitled
for other
relief schemes

Apply for
government
relief via the
Aberdeen City
council
y
website
Cit

Your discount
will be
applied
automatically

* Applying for these reliefs are not the same as appealing your Rateable Value.
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Embracing a digital future to
safeguard the next generation
AT THE core of any successful
business is the ability to build and
retain a skilled and motivated
workforce. For some companies,
keeping staff feeling fulfilled is
proving much more of a challenge in
today’s modern 24/7, digital society
compared to previous generations
who were content to stay with one
company until being presented with a
gold watch and retirement.

by John McDonald,
chief executive officer,
OPITO

New technologies and ways of working
are developing all the time and so too are
the expectations of the younger employee.
According to generations expert Ryan
Jenkins, the future longevity of the oil and
gas industry hinges on the way it engages,
looks after and trains its employees who fall
into the millennial age group bracket.
He believes that personnel born between
1982 – 2002, who now make up a large
section of the energy sector’s workforce,
are only a finger swipe away from seeking
out similar careers in adjacent sectors if
their career development needs are not
acknowledged and met with the tech
methods they are accustomed to.
The organisations which are quick to adopt
and embrace digital technologies offer a
stronger pull for millennials and Ryan will
be addressing this as part of his keynote
presentation at OPITO’s annual Safety &
Competency Conference in Kuala Lumpur in
November (OSCC 2017).
Under the event’s theme of New Generation
New Thinking, former NATO and Royal Navy
strategist Andy Fawkes will also be outlining
the parallels between the oil and gas sector
and the military in terms of the volume of
people being trained simultaneously across a
variety of roles and environments to prevent
incidents. He will draw parallels with the
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technologies the military has adopted from
other industries such as simulation training
originally developed by gaming companies.
The numbers of delegates and exhibitors
from Aberdeen and across the globe already
signed up for the free event demonstrates
that this is an industry intent on transforming
its current approach to ensure its future.
OPITO’s technology-led initiative to
transform the way oil and gas workers
undertake safety-critical emergency
response training is one of the ways we are
supporting the sector as it moves towards
this more digital landscape.
The digital BOSIET (Basic Offshore Safety
Induction and Emergency Training) suite
offers an alternative to classroom learning
allowing this part to be carried out at any
time, from any location and at the trainee’s
own pace. It also sees extra time saved
through reduced days away from work or
home.

£51m investment underway
WORK is well underway on a £51m investment in
Peterhead Port to ensure it remains at the forefront
of the fishing industry and to enhance and diversify
the range of berths for commercial vessels.
Construction work is scheduled to be completed by
April 2018.
The project will develop the harbour into a fully integrated,
state-of-the-art fishing hub. The developments include
dredging much of the inner harbours to 6.5m water depth
and provision of a much larger fishmarket with 80% more
floor space. The current fishmarket at Merchants Quay will
then be removed and the berth dredged to 7.5 metres. This
will create a 180 metre long deepwater and sheltered quay
for use by commercial vessels which will be operated by
NorSea Group, targeting subsea, decommissioning and
logistics trade. An additional 30,000 square metres working
area will be reclaimed adjacent to Smith Quay, extending
the site to over five hectares and creating more space for
handling larger projects, laydown and storage options.

Peterhead’s strategic location on the east coast of Scotland
means that it is ideally placed to service the offshore oil
and gas industry. ASCO’s investment in the port in 1974
developed the North Sea’s first dedicated Oil Service Base,
with the port playing a leading role in the search for oil. The
company remains the ports largest client, handling logistical
support for many offshore installations across a diverse client
portfolio.
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As interest in decommissioning intensifies, Peterhead is
planning to be at the forefront of this emerging sector. The
strategic location, local expertise, successful track record
and capable infrastructure built up from over 40 years
of handling oil related projects will put the port in good
stead. Peterhead Energy Hub is collaboration between
many of the ports leading companies and aims to promote
the local capabilities available at Peterhead to service the
complete needs of projects in the subsea, renewables and
decommissioning sectors.

The online Standard was supported by
more than a dozen industry champions and
training provider companies around the
world who helped to road-test the course as
it was developed over the past year.
It’s OPITO’s intention that this sets a
marker in the move toward integrated
digital learning and encourages further
developments by industry to improve
competency and the whole learning
experience. A more interactive approach is
not only appealing to new entrants, but will
help keep training fresh, realistic, interesting
and ultimately deliver time saving benefits to
everyone in the sector.
Free to attend, OSCC 2017 is now open
for registrations www.opito.com/osccregistration
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by Gunter
Newcombe,

operations director,
Oil & Gas Authority
(OGA)
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Cautiously optimistic

Family law specialist

AS OFFSHORE Europe approaches
mood in the oil and gas industry
is one of “cautious optimism,”
according to Gunther Newcombe,
operations director of the Oil & Gas
Authority (OGA).

—

“However, conditions remain tough for
many in the service sector,” he told
Business Bulletin.
“In the last couple of years, industry has
worked hard to reduce unit operating
costs from $30 to $15 per barrel and
improve production efficiency, which at
the end of 2016 stood at 73%. The OGA
has worked closely with the government,
which has provided incentives for
industry including a £2.5bn fiscal
package making the UKCS globally
competitive.
“In addition, government has provided
£40m of funding to revitalise exploration
in the frontier and under-explored areas
of the UKCS. We are starting to see some
very welcome increases in activity in the
UKCS with a number of significant new
developments coming on stream such as
Quad 204, Kraken and Stella. A number
of substantial merger and acquisition
(M&A) deals have also brought new
investment and ideas into the UKCS.”
He said there has been a number of bold
steps taken including the establishment
of the Oil & Gas Technology Centre
(OGTC) in Aberdeen with industry
matching government funding over the
next decade.
“In the coming years the deployment of
currently available and new technology
will be critical to unlocking additional
value.

“The MER UK industry-led task forces,
such as the Efficiency Task Force (ETF),
have also been active. The ETF has been
working hard to drive improvement,
including the launch of the Efficiency
Hub and providing focus on subsea
standardisation.
“On a day-to-day basis, the OGA has
been working closely with industry
to improve performance through the
implementation of our Asset Stewardship
Expectations. The OGA has also
published guidance on the development
of Area Plans, which will create strategic
change to help maximise economic
recovery.”
Gunther said that the OGA was working
strenuously to ensure as
much data as possible was made
available to industry and that alongside
the 30th Licensing Round, which
was launched in July and closes late
November 2017, the OGA had released
a substantial amount of data in the form
of well information, maps, reports and
technical details relating to discoveries.
“Working with industry and government,
the OGA has also set out Vision 2035 to
realise an additional £290bn in value by
increasing gross revenues from oil and
gas production and increasing UKCS
supply chain turnover by capturing a
larger share of export markets.
“Improved collaboration will be critical
to delivering improved value and making
the UKCS a sustainable and profitable
business for decades to come. The
OGA is helping facilitate this change by
working closely with industry on key
issues and will also use its new powers to
create change if required.”

DONNA McKay, an associate with law firm Brodies, has been accredited by
the Law Society of Scotland as a specialist in family law.
Donna has trained as a family law mediator and is an experienced collaborative
practitioner in the firm’s Aberdeen office.
Brodies now has eight accredited family law specialists across its Scottish
offices.
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Ryden moves into Manchester
COMMERCIAL property consultant Ryden has expanded into Manchester in
the next step of a strategy for growth across England. The deal follows the
Scotland-headquartered firm’s opening of a London office in December 2016
through a merger with asset managers and property investment specialists
Mason Philips.
Donna McKay,
associate, Brodies

—

Maersk contract for Nature
NATURE Group, an oil, gas and maritime waste collection and treatment
company, has secured a five-year contract with Maersk Oil in the Central North
Sea. The company will mobilise offshore slop processing environmental units
and operational staff to drilling rigs on contract to Maersk Oil. The work has
created 10 jobs on and offshore.
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South African growth
TENDEKA, which provides completions systems and services to the upstream
oil and gas industry, has finalised an exclusive agreement with Brastech Serviços
Téchnicos E Construçoes Náuticas LTDA (Brastech) as it expands in the South
American market.
Founded in 1972, Brastech has represented Brazilian and overseas companies in
the energy sector for 45 years. The company has played a crucial role in projects
throughout Brazil, supplying equipment and services to many operators,
including Petrobras.

(L to R) Roberto Fernado Chedid,
executive director, Brastech,
Gillian King, vice president corporate
development & marketing, Tendeka,
and Iris Vieira, commercial director,
Brastech Well Services LTDA

Tendeka will work closely with the Brastech Well Services LTDA subsidiary. The
partnership provides Tendeka with invaluable local knowledge to maximise
opportunities in the country’s oil and gas provinces. It provides Brastech with
access to market leading completion technologies.
Gillian King, vice president corporate development and market for Tendeka,
said: “Expansion into new markets, like Brazil, is very much in line with our
diversification and growth strategy.”
Roberto Fernando Chedid, executive director for Brastech, said:
“This relationship with Tendeka creates a new horizon for Brastech as we aim
to expand our offering from the surface down to the wellbore. We are adding
completions products to our existing subsea and marine products and services.”

—

Export analysis
ALMOST half (48%) of Britain’s exporters surveyed have not reviewed their
exporting strategies as a result of the UK’s decision to leave the European Union
last year, new research from Lloyds Bank Commercial Banking has found.
That is despite the fact that the EU is a trading partner for 85% of firms which
have exported in the past year and is the region they have exported to the most
in the last 12 months for 54%.

Independent ecological consultancy
specialising in ornithology
OUR aim is to help deliver
sustainable development through
independent, high quality
and cost effective ecological
advice and services.
Our well respected team have a
successful track record of providing
professional, objective and
innovative services to commercial
clients in both terrestrial and marine
environments; including major
energy and renewable providers,
utility companies, regulators and
wildlife agencies, both in the UK and
Internationally.
We provide expertise at every
stage of the project lifecycle:
from initial desk-based feasibility
studies through to survey,

impact assessment, construction
management planning and postconstruction monitoring.
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Our expertise is exceptional in
the renewable energy generation
and energy distribution sectors.
Our research processes and
methodologies have been
developed and proven over many
years in tandem with our parent
charity, Natural Research Ltd, and
are seen as authoritative.
Based in Scotland, we aim to
provide a friendly and approachable
service and would be happy to
advise on a range of ornithological
issues. Please contact us to discuss
your specific requirements and
receive a free, no obligation, quote.

Of those which have reviewed their strategies since the referendum, more than
a quarter (27%) said they planned to look further afield to take opportunities
outside the EU.
But almost a third (30%) planned to focus on domestic opportunities instead.
This creates a greater concentration risk on the UK economy, and exposes
companies to UK economic cycles.
Clive Higglesden, head of trade and supply chain product for Lloyds Bank Global
Transaction Banking, said: “With a year since the vote and negotiations to leave
the EU now underway, it’s concerning to consider that almost half of British
exporters have yet to assess what changes may occur and what action needs to
be taken.
“Wait-and-see is not really an adequate strategy for exporters, and businesses
should be acting now to manage any risks on the horizon and possibly explore
new opportunities.”

Brathens Business Park, Hill of Brathens, Glassel, Banchory, AB31 4BY
t: +44 (0)1330 826880
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Attack of the drones

“We also provide
internal UAV
inspections and can
deploy bespoke
drones inside tanks
and confined spaces
to eliminate the
necessity of putting
a man in wearing
breathing apparatus ”
Ryan Smith,
marketing manager,
Texo Drone Survey
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UNMANNED aerial vehicles
(UAVs) have developed a bit
since Austria sent unpiloted
bomb-filled balloons to attack
Venice in 1849 – the first
recorded case in which they
were used.
In the intervening 168 years they
have graduated to become highly
sophisticated machines which
originated primarily in military
applications but now play an invaluable
role in a range of commercial, scientific,
recreational and agricultural operations.
Their potential across many sectors,
but particularly in North Sea oil and
gas, was spotted by the owners of UK
firm Texo Scaffolding some time ago.
Last year, after considerable research
and investment, Texo Drone Survey and
Inspection UKCS Ltd, the dedicated
offshore services division of Texo Drone
Survey and Inspection Ltd, was set
up in Aberdeen to capitalise on the
opportunities.

“The company has been in
development for a number of years
and the technology we now have is
vastly beyond what anyone else has
and is a game-changer for the North
Sea,” said marketing manager Ryan
Smith.

thermographic inspection specifically
for water leak detection and optical gas
imaging for gas detection which is a far
safer way of spotting a gas leak from
a coupling rather than a man going
about with traditional gas 		
sniffer equipment.

“UAV inspection has become an
accepted technology but until now it
has basically been for visual inspection.

“We also provide internal UAV
inspections and can deploy bespoke
drones inside tanks and confined
spaces to eliminate the necessity
of putting a man in wearing 		
breathing apparatus.”

“We have taken it to the next level
and by extensive research and
development, which is continuing, we
have future-proofed it.
“UAV inspections gather cost effective
critical data for asset integrity
management and, against a backdrop
of low oil prices and huge market
pressures, offer real engineering and
commercial advantages to
asset owners.
“We offer the most advanced survey
and inspection solutions deployed on
a UAV fleet in the world. We obviously
have visual inspection but we also have

“He explained that the drones used for
that particular task can be as small as
30cm wide and are incorporated into
carbon fibre latticework so they can
safely bounce off the internal walls of
the area being inspected.
“Our biggest multi rotor drones have
a wingspan of almost two metres and
can carry equipment up to 20kg.
“We have pushed the envelope of
design and system integration by
bespoke development of class leading

platforms which integrate cutting
edge UAV and survey technologies.
As a result of this type of investment
and innovation we are the only UAV
operator in the world with survey grade
light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
laser scanning technology deployed
on a UAV. It can scan an installation in
a 3-D laser format at one million points
per second which gives the owner
an asset information model with an
accuracy of between one and three
millimetres. This enables an engineer
to maintain the asset while sitting at a
screen without having to send people
to take ongoing measurements. It’s an
unrivalled technology.

accredited pilots who can deploy
from a standby vessel, for example,
and don’t necessarily have to be on
board an installation. The drones can
operate in the vast majority of weather
conditions which are experienced in the
North Sea.”
As well as operating in the North Sea,
Texo Drone Survey and Inspection
UKCS Ltd has specialists working in
the construction, nuclear and power
distribution industries as well as land
surveying for which their fixed-wing
fleet is deployed.
The firm is currently recruiting in all
areas of business.

“The use of UAVs improves safety
because they eliminate the risks
which can be associated with using
rope access or scaffolding and, in
addition, inspections can be carried
out much more quickly and avoid any
requirement for shutdowns.
“Our drones are operated by a team
of fully trained Civil Aviation Authority
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Services sector
Office move
ENERQUIP is relocating its head office in Aberdeen to meet growing demand,
with plans to expand the existing product range and invest in research and
development to continue the advancement of torqueing in the oil and gas
industry.
The company has invested more than £3m in the new development, which is set
in two acres of land at Altens with 16,000 sq ft of workshop space located.
The move follows an earlier $500,000 investment at the end of 2016 when the
company launched its Houston Torque Solutions facility in the United States.
EnerQuip currently has 30 expert engineers and specialists and plans to double
the Aberdeen headcount over the next 12 months.

—

Value in veterans

Barry Marshall business development
manager and Andrew Robins controls
director outside the new Enerquip facility

A NEW study from Barclays has revealed that the UK economy could suffer
losses of up to £1.5bn in the next five years if service leavers aren’t able to find
employment, or are under employed upon leaving the Armed Forces.
The research calculates the direct and indirect contribution of the up to 85,000
personnel who are estimated will leave the military by 2021, a figure which is
equivalent to the number of people currently employed in the UK creative, arts
and entertainment sector.
While many veterans make a successful transition to civilian employment, the
study predicts that one in 10 will experience long term unemployment, and a
further 12% will be sub-optimally employed (where their skills are being underutilised by employers).
Those employers which overlook ex-military when recruiting are failing to
recognise the valuable skills and experience this cohort of highly talented
individuals possesses, as well as the billions of pounds invested by the MOD in
the training of military personnel. The impact of this could prove detrimental to
the future growth of UK plc, at a time when bolstering the skilled workforce is
crucial to securing the country’s economic future.

Tailor-made solutions
GREENWELL Equipment
(Greenwell) started in 1996,
and today has four divisions:
office, warehouse, cabins
and containers. The company
operates across almost
every market, including oil
and gas, civil engineering,
renewables, fish processing and
transportation.
Greenwell’s container division
operates on a world-wide scale
and the company has strong
relationships with suppliers and
partners across Europe, supplying
shipping containers to any client’s
requirements.
As a top trading partner with
Containex, a leading European
supplier of modular buildings,
Greenwell has built a respected
cabin division, supplying units to
some of the biggest infrastructure
projects in the UK.
A partnership with A R Racking,
Europe’s leading racking
manufacturer, has enabled
Greenwell to supply tailor-made

warehouse solutions including pallet
racking and shelving, using state of
the art products with fast delivery
times.
With its roots in supplying second
hand tables and chairs, Greenwell’s
furniture division now successfully
manages interior requirements for
the modular buildings supplied by
the company every day, as well as
supporting local businesses with
their furniture requirements whether
they are growing or consolidating.
Greenwell has been supplying
modular buildings to the newest
Forth bridge, the Queensferry
Crossing with personnel on site
assembling, maintaining and
moving hundreds units. The energyefficient buildings have been used
as offices, welfare facilities and
canteens, positioned on barges, at
the quayside and at height on the
bridge towers.
The success of this has been
followed by work on the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route (AWPR),
where over a large number of

modular buildings have been
supplied to sites across the city.
The new Aberdeen harbour is the
latest project for Greenwell, which
resulted in the delivery of a number
of buildings including two large
two-storey buildings to Nigg Bay, as
well as an impressive public viewing
gallery due for delivery during
August.
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The success of Greenwell in taking
a vital role in major construction
projects has been due to two
main factors – the company’s
competitive pricing culture and
its outstanding customer service.
Greenwell has a reputation for quick
reaction times, personal service
and a determination to meet the
customer’s needs. The company
achieved ISO 9001 and 14001 in
2015, along with OHSAS 18001,
and has a strong commitment to
reducing waste and minimising
environment impact.
Greenwell is able to provide tailormade solutions, with an emphasis
on value for money and speed of
delivery.

Around two thirds of employers are expected to experience deficits in soft
skills within the next five years, with more than 600,000 jobs left unfilled.
By deploying more ex-military personnel into civilian job roles, one in six
of these vacancies could be filled, resulting in a contribution of £12.6bn to
the UK economy. This is approximate to the annual production of the UK
pharmaceuticals industry.
Previous research conducted by Barclays has shown that many ex-military
already face a number of significant challenges when applying for civilian work,
many of which stem from a lack of understanding from prospective employers
and colleagues alike about what military experience can offer the workforce.
Barclays, as a founding member of the Veterans Employment Transition Support
(VETS) programme, is urging employers to see hiring veterans as a business
imperative. VETS is formed of a coalition of willing companies, the MOD and
leading military charities, which seek to work within existing transition support
efforts to maximise employment outcomes for veterans and employers.

A FAMILY BUSINESS WITH
A GLOBAL OUTLOOK.

LARGE STOCKS, PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE, COMPETITIVE PRICES.
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www.greenwellequipment.co.uk

+44 (0) 1224 899573

info@greenwellequipment.co.uk
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The divest test
by Brian Wilson

BP’s steady retreat from the
North Sea is not all bad news.
The principle of oil majors
divesting assets they have no
prospect of using is crucial to
the future of the industry and
was initiated back in the late
1990s when the oil price, more
temporarily than at present, fell
to a level that threatened future
activity.
It remains true that fringe assets or
ageing fields which are no longer of
interest to the majors can offer good
prospects to new players. In the past,
it was this initiative which brought in
players like Nexen and Apache which
went on to establish themselves in the
North Sea. The names now circling
around the BP assets may prove to be
just as recognisable in the future.

Brian Wilson
looks at the
issues facing
North-east
business. A
journalist and
former Labour
MP, he held five
ministerial posts
including UK
energy minister.
He is now a
UK business
ambassador,
and chairman
of Harris Tweed
Hebrides.
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Nonetheless, there is bound to be a
touch of the “what might have beens”
as BP further downgrades its North
Sea involvement while continuing to
promise long-term commitment to
its home province. BP is the nearest
entity the UK has to a national
standard-bearer for the industry and
such companies are expected to fly
the flag, first and foremost, on home
territory, however over-optimistic that
hope may become as the decades roll
by.
It is easy to forget that, until 1979,
the government owned a majority
shareholding in BP although it
operated as in independent company.
By 1987, all of that stake had been

sold off. In parallel, the British
National Oil Corporation (BNDC),
created in the 1970s to give the state
a direct involvement in North Sea
development, was privatized with BP
ending up as owners – an outcome for
which they had lobbied long and hard.
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BNOC held about six per cent of
known North Sea reserves at the time,
was highly profitable and, if it had
been allowed to survive, could have
continued as a significant minority
player not just in the North Sea but
around the world, in parallel to Statoil
in Norway. Whatever the North Sea
owes to BP, there is little doubt that BP
and its shareholders owe a great deal
more to the largesse of government at
that time.
When comparisons are drawn
between how the industry developed
in the two sectors of the North
Sea, the emphasis is usually on the
existence of a Norwegian oil fund
which was actually a much later
creation and closely connected to
the existence of a state company.
The more fundamental difference
in approach was created by the UK
Government’s all-out privatization
drive of the 1980s.
As the majors, including BP, gradually
divest in the North Sea, some nimble
new players will enter the field. So too
will speculators and oligarchs with
plenty money who see a long-term
bet. Maybe we also need a new miniBNOC, just to ensure that the public
interest in a finite asset is not entirely
crowded out.
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Business lessons
I’ve learned

What does your company do that
others don’t?
Before our launch in July 2016, we
identified a gap in the market for
a fully-fledged video production
company that also provided in-house
animation and aerial photography
services. This joined-up approach
instantly gave Fennel Media a clear
differentiator in an increasingly
competitive marketplace, particularly
for companies that needed to look
beyond traditional marketing activities.

Jo McIntosh,

operations manager,
Fennel Media

We also pride ourselves on our
support of local charities, either
directly or through joint campaigns.
We collaborated on a video for the
Royal National Lifeboat Institution
(RNLI), which has been viewed online
more than 50,000 times.

What are the most pressing
challenges that your industry
sector faces today and why?
The downturn in the oil and gas
industry has forced people to
reconsider how they market their
company which has allowed Fennel
Media to diversify across multiple
sectors – not just those directly
connected to energy.
We still come across occasional
resistance to change but, generally,
the challenge is to educate people
that video is no longer a nice-to-have
extra but something that’s essential in
today’s business world.

What is the hardest lesson you
have learned in your career to
date?
There are times when you can make
a rod for your own back by placing
too much loyalty in the wrong person.
It’s important not to take things too
personally – business is business, after
all. It can be ruthless and people are
not always true to their word; however,
you should always stay true to yourself
and never compromise your own
values or integrity.
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What is the most valuable piece
of business advice you have ever
received?
I was brought up working within the
family’s retail businesses so from an
early age I was always very aware that,
no matter what else is happening, the
customer comes first – and is always
right! Without them, you have no
business.
Regardless of what product or service
you’re selling or the size of your
business, nothing is more important
than good customer service and
making your client feel valued.
Whatever goes on in the background,
such as internal processes, has to take
second place to your customer.

If you could make one thing
happen tomorrow that would
benefit North-east Scotland,
what would it be?
We have a lot to be proud of here in
the North-east but we need to be
much better at positioning ourselves
as a tourist destination to visitors from
all over the world.
Tourism revenue would be a huge
boost to the local economy. The days
of guaranteed custom brought by the
booming oil industry are gone so we
cannot afford to be complacent.
Let’s show the rest of the world what
we have to offer and how you will find
no nicer people anywhere else in the
world.

What’s your favourite way to
relax in Aberdeen city or shire?
We are spoilt for choice with places
to eat or enjoy a coffee with friends; I
particularly like the café culture that’s
emerged in Aberdeen’s West End.
Living in Banchory, I am fortunate to
have so much on my doorstep. I can
get rid of any stresses at the gym and
enjoy either taking long walks along
the River Dee with my dog or cycling
along the old railway line.
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Now we offer you the world
The Offer
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber
of Commerce, in partnership with
Scottish Chambers of Commerce
Network, invites you to join our
trade mission to ADIPEC 2017
organised as a result of the Abu
Dhabi downstream petrochemical
visit to the Chamber last year. Our
group will be the first Scottish
delegation to be welcomed by the
Abu Dhabi Chamber who are keen
to help us connect businesses,
particularly SME’s, offering exciting
partnership opportunities for your
business.

Why ADIPEC?
The four day Abu Dhabi
International Petroleum Exhibition
and Conference (ADIPEC) is one
of the world’s most influential
events for the oil and gas industry
attracting Energy Ministers, CEO’s

and leading decision makers from
across the globe. It is the largest oil
and gas exhibition and conference
in Asia, Africa, Europe and the
MENA region bringing together
more than 100,000 delegates, with
2,000 companies exhibiting from
135 countries.

Get in Touch

Benefits

For more details and an application
form, contact Joan Young,
international trade executive.

•
•

•
•
•
•

Pre-arranged programme of
group and B2B meetings
Cost and time-effective way
of making essential personal
contact with potential
customers and partners
Your company profile in our
mission brochure
Services of an experienced
mission manager before and
during the mission
Networking breakfast and
evening receptions
Attendance at ADIPEC

Participating in our mission is a great
way to explore and understand
the current opportunities for your
products or services as well as meet
target customers and potential
partners.
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COULD YOU REINVENT FUEL
EFFICIENCY PIECE BY PIECE?

Abu Dhabi
Trade mission

E: joan.young@agcc.co.uk or
T: 01224 343962

Closing date : September 22

Trade Mission
University College London, UK
Hydrone | Shell Eco-marathon

DISCOVER THE
ANSWERS SHAPING
TOMORROW

Abu Dhabi, UAE
ADIPEC
November 11 - 17, 2017

#makethefuture
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Incumbent

NEW FUNCTIONS
NEW SIZE
NEW COLOUR
UPGRADE

Begins to cater
towards higher paying
customers

Disruptor

SAME PRICE
EASIER TO USE

Disruptive behaviour
IT IS less than 10 years since
Spotify transformed the music
industry by enabling people
to rent their favourites by
subscription rather than pay for
increasingly expensive CDs.

“Disruptive innovation
doesn’t always require
technology. It can be
a change in consumer
behaviour or a change
in the economic
situation which creates
the need to rethink a
business model”
Dr Ian Heywood,
MBA programme director
& senior teaching fellow,
University of Aberdeen
Business School

The music, podcast and video
streaming service is a classic example
of the theory of disruptive innovation
which was first coined by Harvard
professor Clayton M. Christensen in his
book The Innovator’s Dilemma.
Other examples in the sharing economy
are Uber, which transformed the taxi
industry, and Airbnb which transformed
the short stay accommodation market.
Disruptive innovation is the process by
which a product or service takes root
in simple applications at the bottom of
a market and then relentlessly moves
up eventually displacing established
competitors.
As yet, it hasn’t happened in the oil
and gas sector but Dr Ian Heywood,
MBA programme director and senior
teaching fellow at the University of
Aberdeen Business School, believes the
perfect storm has been brewing which
might bring it about.

“There has been some disruptive
technology in the oil and gas sector
but it’s been in the background. There
have been developments like horizontal
drilling which have made oil and gas
fields in certain areas and geologies
accessible. They are incredibly
important innovations but they haven’t
transformed the way the industry
works.
“What we’re seeing at the moment and
what I expect we will see in the future
because the oil price is much lower, are
some areas of real disruptive innovation.
People are going to have to collaborate
more to ensure successful and viable
business models. They haven’t really
had to collaborate but the low oil price
might bring about a long-term change
and different technologies could
transform how the industry works and
make it cheaper, more efficient and
more effective.”
Dr Heywood highlighted how Wikipedia
had transformed the way we use
encyclopaedias.
“We used to buy encyclopaedias – and
a bookshelf to put them all on - and
Microsoft, a major player, came along
and tried to enter the market with a
product called Encarta. That was a

classic example, not of a disruptive
business model, but of trying to
reproduce how things were being
done, but digitally.
“At that time you’d have probably
backed Encarta because Microsoft
was behind it but what dominates
the encyclopaedia market today
is Wikipedia which is incredibly
disruptive because we all use it and
its free.”
Encarta was launched in 1993
but eventually stopped its disc
and online service as well as its
website 16 years later (according to
Wikipedia which was launched in
2001).
“That’s classic example of
technology disruption because
Wikipedia didn’t seem to have any
way of making money and Encarta
was being run by a major player in
the computer industry. You wouldn’t
have bet your bottom dollar that
Wikipedia would have won out.
“That was because the technology
innovation gave every one of us
the ability to collaborate and share
knowledge freely online.

Improves product
to cater to a larger
audience

“So, what is the equivalent of
that happening in the oil and gas
industry? Where are there going
to be areas where collaboration is
so important that it can reduce the
effort to gather data and share and
allow companies to compete in a
different way? It might be we see
more oil and gas cooperatives – I
don’t know.
“Disruptive innovation doesn’t
always require technology. It can be
a change in consumer behaviour or
a change in the economic situation
which creates the need to rethink a
business model.
“However, you often find that
technology plays a part in making
that changing consumer behaviour
possible. In the music industry
two things happened. We got the
web and internet which was very
important because it gave us the
ability to share music freely. Then
CDs came in and the industry
inflated the price of CDs and young
people, who were predominantly
the music buyers, were fed up with
that.
“The combination of the industry
charging its customers more

Market sales

Sustaining innovation
product

Disruptive innovation
product
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Disruptor begins to
overtake in the market

than was realistic and technology
developments combined to bring
about the change.”
He said it is seldom the incumbents
who initiate change.
“If you are sitting in a boardroom
and you see innovation coming but
you’ve no reason to change because
everything is working with your
market and your customers why
would you do it?
“The classic example is Kodak.
Imagine you are on the board of
Kodak when one of your engineers
comes in with a very early pixelated
digital image and says, ‘this is the
future and its free.’
“You’re not going to back it when
your whole business model is
based around charging for film and
processing.”
Steve Sasson was the Kodak
engineer who invented the digital
camera in 1975 but his bosses
were unimpressed and although
the company did eventually make
billions off the patent which expired
in 2007 it may not have had to
file for bankruptcy in 2012 had it
embraced digital earlier?
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Maximising efficiency
All guns blazing
BLAZE Manufacturing Solutions has been identified as one of London Stock
Exchange Group’s 1,000 Companies to Inspire Britain.
Howard and Ann Johnson, who established the company in 2006 attended a
special ceremony at 10 Downing Street, to celebrate the achievements of the
UK’s fastest-growing and most dynamic small and medium sized businesses
named in the report.
To be included in the list, companies needed to show consistent revenue growth
over a minimum of three years, significantly outperforming their industry peers.
Blaze, which is headquartered in Laurencekirk, and is at the forefront of fire
control and safety systems technology, was noted for its 500% growth in
revenue in four years.
The specialist company offers fire safety protection, detection and loss
prevention solutions for harsh and challenging environments including offshore
production platforms, drill rigs, floating production units, onshore oil fields,
terminals, refineries and petrochemical plants.
Ann and Howard Johnson attend
ceremony at No 10 Downing Street

—

Start-up flying high

GLACIER Energy Services
provides specialist services,
products and engineered
solutions, delivered both
onsite and from its workshops,
encompassing heat exchangers,
onsite machining, nondestructive testing and weld
overlay.
Glacier can reduce client costs by a
significant margin, offering services
directly under one contract, with a
clear focus on reducing downtime
and adding value at entry level.
The heat exchanger equipment
capability includes optimised
thermal and mechanical design
of shell and tube and air-cooled
exchangers along with full repair
and refurbishment services for all
types of heat exchanger equipment.

Glacier can also supply clients
with standardised, off-the-shelf
equipment through to bespoke, new
build or retrofit exchangers. The
heat transfer team pride themselves
on their rapid response times,
providing a fast and flexible service
whilst maintaining the highest
standards of safety and quality.
Onsite machining offering is
delivered by an experienced team
of technicians, utilising an extensive
range of equipment. Working
alongside their machine design
and manufacturing subsidiary,
Roberts Machining Solutions, Glacier
can offer its clients a range of
bespoke onsite machining solutions.
Typical services comprise pipeline
services ranging from pipe cutting
and bevelling to buckle arrestor
machining, flange facing services
and exchanger machining.

Glacier offers non-destructive
testing (NDT) and welding
services through its subsidiaries,
Professional Testing Services and
Wellclad. Professional Testing
Services provides comprehensive,
conventional and advanced
inspection and testing services,
using state of the art equipment and
new probe “array” technology whilst
utilising dedicated level 3 staff.
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Wellclad delivers weld overlay
and fabrication solutions to its
customers, mainly within the oil and
gas industry, using state-of theart technology. It was one of the
first companies to routinely clad
alloy steels with corrosion-resistant
alloys (CRA) and its reputation
now extends around the world with
further specialisation in Low Alloy
Steel (LAS) Weld Prep Buttering
and Closure Welding.

AN ABERDONIAN start-up company, specialising in the use of drones has
secured three new contract wins thanks to a high intensity business coaching
programme from Elevator.
After participating in the 12-week long programme at Elevator’s £1m Centre for
Entrepreneurship in the city, Innovair was approached to undertake three largescale projects, worth a six-figure sum and culminating in more than 100 manhours, in just one week.
Innovair uses the latest unmanned technology to provide land and
hydrographical surveying for a variety of architectural, design, surveying and
agricultural organisations.
Stuart Lawson, co-founder of Innovair

The company joined the fifth cohort of the Accelerator programme in February
2017, alongside 14 other “founders” and was challenged and guided through a
trio of four-week phases which taught them a variety of business skills such as
goal setting, assumption validation, business modelling, prototyping, market
focus, fundraising and investment strategies and how to pitch successfully for
business.
The weekly Accelerator sessions were delivered by a team of experts, business
leaders and mentors and helped provide the participants with an insight on how
they could best establish their business or idea and help it grow.
“Being selected to join the Accelerator programme was the best thing to happen
to us. By going back to basics and being taught to think outside the box about
our business we learned a lot about ourselves and how best to refine and
restructure our offering,” said Stuart Lawson, one of the co-founders of Innovair.
“We certainly didn’t expect our efforts to pay-off so quickly when we pitched to
prospective clients. The feedback we received was overwhelming and winning
the projects was such a huge achievement for us.”
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European crown for Aberdeen
ABERDEEN Inspired has been crowned European Business Improvement
District (BID) 2017 by the Association of German Chambers of Commerce and
Industry.
The award ceremony, which was held in Berlin, was attended by representatives
of the eight finalist organisations, European business leaders and government
officials from across the continent.
Aberdeen Inspired’s leading role in delivering the successful Nuart Aberdeen
Festival in April played a significant part in the judges’ decision to declare the
organisation as the winner of the 2017 award.

Adrian Watson, chief executive of
Aberdeen Inspired, Ross Grant, senior
project officer, and Aberdeen City Council
leader Jenny Laing with the trophy

As well as lobbying on behalf of its levy payers and supporting festivals and
projects in the city, the success of other Aberdeen Inspired projects such as the
first Aberdeen Comedy Festival, Summer of Art, and the Aberdeen Christmas
Village also helped the organisation to stand out against other finalists, including
Amsterdam and Hamburg.
Each year the Association of German Chambers of Commerce and Industry
recognises successful initiatives which increase the attractiveness of and
strengthen and revitalise city centres, residential districts and commercial areas.
Adrian Watson, chief executive of Aberdeen Inspired, was in Berlin to represent
the organisation at the European BID awards.
He said: “To make it to the final we were up against organisations from across
the continent, ranging from Albania to the Nordic countries, so the field for the
award was wide-ranging and very competitive.

Let’s get physical
SPORT Aberdeen is an
award-winning registered
charity committed to creating
opportunities, inspiring people
and changing lives through
sport and physical activity.
Established in 2010, the
organisation manages sport
and physical activity services
on behalf of Aberdeen City
Council.
What makes Sport Aberdeen
different from many other sports
and leisure providers is that fact that
every penny is reinvested back into
the communities that it serves. With
over 400 employees, 19 venues and
2 million customer visits each year,
Sport Aberdeen is the largest sport
and leisure provider in the Northeast.

In addition to its commercial
membership, coach and course
programmes and opportunities
tailored for specific user groups,
Sport Aberdeen actively pursues
outcomes against charitable
objectives. This includes work with
a wide range of partners, including
sports clubs, Police Scotland,
NHS Scotland, sportscotland and
National Governing Bodies of Sport
to deliver directed programmes
to target typically inactive groups
within society.
The foundations of Sport Aberdeen
were built upon the simple goal of
getting more people active within
the Granite City, regardless of age,
gender or ability.
The breadth of activities,
programmes and areas of
service that the charity delivers

demonstrates the growing impact
that Sport Aberdeen has, and is the
driving force behind aspirations to
make Aberdeen the most active city
by 2020.
From addressing the needs of
people with a diagnosed illness
to creating an active workforce
within your place of work, or
teaching your new born how to
swim, Sport Aberdeen strives to
create opportunities for each and
every person in Aberdeen to get
physically active.
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For more information on the new
Active Workforce packages for your
business or information on how you
can get more when you get active
with Sport Aberdeen please visit:
www.sportaberdeen.co.uk

“All our efforts with projects like Nuart Aberdeen and the comedy festival are
focused on improving the city centre to drive footfall there and boost traders in
the area. During the Nuart Aberdeen Festival 87% of visitors to Aberdeen stated
it was completely or very likely that they would return to the city for the festival if
it was repeated next year, and we are delighted to be in discussions to secure the
festival for the coming years.
“To be recognised as best in Europe for our innovation and success is very
satisfying and we are determined to achieve much more.”
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Paula Holland

Plan ahead to strengthen
position after Brexit

Joint venture
ON JULY 10, Atlas Professionals
B.V. (Atlas Professionals) signed the
final agreement with Programmed
Maintenance Services Limited
(Programmed) for the acquisition
of the international activities of
Programmed Marine and the
formation of a 50/50 joint venture
for offshore and marine manning
services in Australia and New
Zealand (ANZ).

Programmed Marine supports vessel
and marine activities, drilling/rig
operations, offshore construction
projects and on-going maintenance
and other auxiliary functions,
onshore and offshore. This has led
to Programmed Marine’s impressive
track record in the offshore and
staffing industry, providing an ideal
fit with the business activities of
Atlas Professionals.

Combining best attributes of
both companies

Clients will benefit from
international expansion

The addition of the four
Programmed International Marine
offices in Houston, Aberdeen, Dubai
and Singapore enables Atlas to
expand its global footprint and use
local expertise to support more
clients and professionals worldwide.

“We are very enthusiastic about
the transaction. It perfectly fits
our strategy. With increased
local knowledge and expertise in
Australia, New Zealand, Houston,
Aberdeen, Dubai and Singapore
by combining the best attributes

of both companies we will be in an
even better position to provide our
clients our value added services,”
said Marcel Burghouwt, CEO of
Atlas Professionals.

ONE year on since the EU referendum
decision was announced, financial
fluxes and increased costs have
continued to impact Britain’s food
and drink industry.

Joint Venture Australia and
New Zealand

The offshore oil and gas industries
in ANZ are part of a global industry,
with local content and with clients
increasingly seeking international
marine HR and support services.
As a result, Atlas Professionals and
Programmed Marine have decided
to form a 50/50 joint venture for
the Australian and New Zealand
marine manning services markets.
The combined Atlas Programmed
Marine joint venture will benefit
from the opportunities that Atlas
Professionals, with 20 offices in 16
countries, will bring to ANZ.

For the Scottish food and drink sector,
the continued depreciation of sterling
that followed the Brexit decision has
been a key contributory factor in
increasing both input costs and import
prices. This has coincided with a rise in
global food commodity prices over the
same period, which is adding further
financial stress across the supply chain.

by Paula Holland,
director, food and
drink sector lead for
Aberdeen,
KPMG

For lenders and stakeholders with
exposure to the sector, talks of another
independence referendum and the
Scottish Government’s determination to
keep Scotland in the single market, has
created even more uncertainty.
Despite these additional factors
influencing market confidence, the sector
remains a national success story, with a
recent report showing that Scotland’s
food and drinks exports increased by
over 11% in the first quarter of 2017,
generating £1.2bn.
To ensure that ambitious growth targets
are met and Scotland can strengthen its
competitive position, both in Europe and
globally, the sector must identify and
plan for anticipated financial challenges
of leaving the EU.
In the short-term, financial pressure on
food producers could potentially be
reduced by passing on the margin impact
of input cost rises to the end consumer.
However, fiercely competitive pricing
in food retail has made it increasingly
difficult for food producers to share costs
at the final retail stage.
With that said, the Scottish sector is
currently focused on a relatively narrow
band of products, and geared towards
recognised brands and high quality
reputations, which may protect pricing
for a time. However, companies cannot
be complacent.
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In facing cost pressures head on, it
is vital for companies to adopt more
flexible thinking and continually assess
current business strategies, such as using
alternative supplier partnership models
or driving innovation and substituting
raw materials.
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The anticipated time to agree and
implement new EU trading terms will
also present a window of opportunity to
consider potential scenarios and plan for
these anticipated challenges and market
trends - in both the short, medium and
longer term.
Now is the time to consider any
requirements to establish EU subsidiaries,
apply for European regulatory
licenses; and run defensive scenarios
to consider business resilience in the
face of changing VAT or custom codes,
reduced access to EU migrant workers,
or increased costs of storage and
warehousing overseas.
Looking ahead, the ability to manage
and adapt to import requirements, labour
needs, and relevant legislation, such
as fishing rights, will help to provide
some competitive advantage. Market
consolidation will also play an important
role in Scotland’s future success story,
especially with international interest high
on the back of favourable rates caused
by Brexit.
Above all, customer loyalty should not be
taken for granted, and every business can
benefit from taking the time to listen to
the voice of their customers to identify
their real needs and wants. As the sector
continues to respond and adapt to both
the challenges and opportunities of a
Brexit decision, future winners will be
those companies that have a resilient
supply chain, a responsive strategy, and
an excellent customer relationship.
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Get into the zone
DECOM North Sea is
delighted to support the
inaugural Offshore Europe
Decommissioning Zone. The
introduction of the Zone sends
a clear message to the oil and
gas industry: decommissioning
is an inevitable part of the
industry’s journey. Providing a
forum dedicated to the sector
reflects a real growth in interest
in North Sea decommissioning.
The past 12 months have seen a
real rise in the number of active
decommissioning projects.
Significantly, that period has
also seen an increase in what
could be classed as “high profile”
decommissioning activity. In other
words, North Sea decommissioning
has hit the headlines.

Roger Esson,

chief executive, Decom North Sea

More than 100 platforms are
forecast for full or partial removal,
1,800 wells are to be plugged and
abandoned and over 7,000km of
pipeline are to be decommissioned
over the next decade in the North
Sea alone. Whilst the majority of
these decommissioning projects
will not take place today, tomorrow,
or next week, it’s clear that the
operators and regulators are
actively planning for the inevitability
of decommissioning. With a costreduction target of 35% set by the
Oil and Gas Authority, the planning
required for cost-effective, efficient
decommissioning - which includes
the management of mature basins
like the North Sea and its mid to late
life assets – is paramount.

it. Decommissioning needs to be
considered as part of the overall
field lifecycle and it is in this way
that the oil and gas supply chain
will have the opportunity to win the
work that is available now and in the
future, both locally and - crucially globally.
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With decommissioning spend
forecast at an estimated £17.6bn
over the next decade (Oil & Gas UK
Decommissioning Insight Report
2016), Decom North Sea plays a
vital role in solution development,
cross-sector learning and helping
to build robust supply-chain
capability. We work with operators,
the supply chain and a number of
strategic partners to help achieve
these objectives, and I believe
that in this respect, the inaugural
Decommissioning Zone at Offshore
Europe 2017 is an important step for
the global oil and gas sector and the
wider industry.
Not only will it showcase the
innovative capabilities of its
exhibitors, but the comprehensive
programme of conference sessions
will provide knowledge and insight
into the opportunities and issues
arising within the decommissioning
sector. It is this type of engagement
that will ensure the North Sea
decommissioning sector becomes
highly competitive, highly capable
and - in due course - an important
export, as we become recognised as
the decommissioning experts on a
global scale.

Therefore, it’s important to
remember that a higher profile for
decommissioning does not equate
to premature activity; far from
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Lerwick’s Dales Voe Base (foreground) and harbour beyond. (Credit – John Coutts)

Pioneering spirit
DECOMMISSIONING will be a
prominent feature at this year’s
SPE Offshore Europe. The latest
cost estimate from the Oil and
Gas Authority (OGA) predicts
the price tag to decommission
UKCS oil and gas infrastructure
is £59.7bn.
However, the OGA has set an
ambitious goal of completing the
work for less than £39bn – a cost
reduction of at least 35%. The new
estimate is based on data from
34 operators and covers the cost
of dismantling all current and
proposed offshore facilities.
The industry is understandably
focused on how to make the
process more technically and
economically efficient.
Shell recently completed the single
lift removal of its 24,200-tonne
Brent Delta topside which had
stood in the North Sea since 1976.
The Pioneering Spirit vessel set a
world lifting record when it raised
the topside off its three concrete
legs and transported it to the
English east coast to be recycled.
Planning for a similar operation is
now underway for the topside of the
Brent Bravo.
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Decommissioning scopes being carried out on Brent Delta

Shell is hosting a keynote panel
session on decommissioning at SPE
Offshore Europe 2017. Panelists
include senior spokespeople from
CNR, Chevron, Hereema Marine
Contractors, Marine Scotland and
the BEIS.
Steve Phimister, executive
committee member of the event
and vice president of Shell’s UK
& Ireland upstream business unit
will chair the panel. He said the
discussion aims to address many
of the most pertinent questions:
“It will be built around a number
of different themes important
to efficient decommissioning in
the UKCS, from skills, capabilities
and new technologies, to societal
acceptance, late life asset
management and plugging and
making safe the wells.
“It will be interesting to learn from
our expert panel and delegates
if the industry believes we’re
thinking big enough on the issue of
decommissioning.”
The OGA new cost estimate report
states that many other industries
have found a 35% reduction in
cost to be easily attainable and the
organisation suggests that oil and
gas decommissioning should be no
different.

“The most important area of
focus for the industry is ensuring
all decommissioning activity is
executed in a safe, responsible and
cost-effective manner,” asserted
Steve. “The holy grail of efficient
campaigns is isolating a well on
a single trip, months before a
platforms removal. End of field life
planning is also critical. Operators
should not to be afraid to use
new technology and reach out to
innovative supply chain companies.”
A total of 14 fields ceased
production in 2016 with at least a
similar amount expected this year.
“We can’t continue to treat
decommissioning and removal as
a reversal of the processes and
practices when we drilled the wells
and installed the facilities. We do
not view decommissioning and
restoration (D&R) as an area for
competition but encourage learning
from each other’s practices.
It is encouraging to see that oil and
gas companies are already sharing
lessons, working closely with the
regulator and stakeholders to
maximise wider understanding of
the issues and the challenges faced
in end of field life management in
this low price environment.”

Lerwick – pacesetter port
THE recent arrival of the
Buchan Alpha floating
production facility in Lerwick
Harbour is another clear
reminder of the port’s key
role at the forefront of
decommissioning offshore oil
and gas structures.
“At a time when there is clamour
for Scotland and the UK to prepare
for decommissioning, we are ahead
of the game, with experience and
facilities in use and advanced plans
to take the infrastructure forward
to meet the needs for ultra deepwater locations,” said Lerwick Port
Authority deputy chief executive
and harbourmaster, Calum Grains.
The deep-water Dales Voe Base was
expanded by the Authority in an
£11.95m project completed in 2016
and supported by Highlands and
Islands Enterprise and the Scottish
Government.

The quay, extended by to 127
metres, has a load-bearing capacity
of 60 tonnes per sq m - the
strongest UK quay with unmatched
capability, accommodating the
largest heavy loads. With clear
approaches of 50 metres-plus
and 12.5 metres water alongside,
it can accept the biggest platform
topsides in a single lift.
The expansion included 45,000
square metres of adjacent laydown, with a part being used for
the Repsol Sinopec Resources UK’s
Buchan project.
Lerwick has a track-record in
decommissioning over more than
a decade and much longer in other
offshore support, including subsea
field development. The versatile
base will handle a range of activities
– including potentially cruise ships.
			
Buchan Alpha initially moored in the
voe until the draft was lessened and

then moved alongside for the work
to take place over the next year or
so in the largest decommissioning
project yet at Lerwick.
Approximately 12,000 tonnes
of materials brought ashore
will be moved to the licensed
decommissioning quayside pad
at the nearby Greenhead Base for
processing.
Calum added: “Lerwick is a
strategic location of interest to the
UK Government as the solution
for ultra-deep quay facilities
meeting the industry’s future
decommissioning requirements. We
are committed to keeping up the
pace of development.”

ready-made for decommissioning
deep water + expanded infrastructure + extensive experience

www.lerwick-harbour.co.uk/decommissioning
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SHARE FAIR 2017
Building for the future

Deirdre Michie,
chief executive,
Oil & Gas UK

OIL & GAS UK will launch its
annual economic report at
Offshore Europe which chief
executive Deirdre Michie says
comes at an important time for
the industry which is looking look
to build upon the efficiency gains
made in the past two years.

This month marks the second
anniversary of the pioneering
Efficiency Task Force (ETF), an
industry-led initiative established in
response to the sharp increases in
cost, decreases in efficiency and a fall
in production volumes which left the
UKCS exposed to the decline in oil
price.

“With oil and gas prices still at
challenging levels, efficiency
improvements have been delivered
across the industry, resulting in a lower
cost base and steadily increasing
production,” she said.

She emphasised the importance of the
ETF and said that in these “continuing
tough and uncertain times,” companies
were working together to improve
their competitiveness and that of the
industry overall.

“These changes have been essential
in ensuring that oil and gas remains
one of the most important sectors
within the UK economy, delivering
secure energy supply while supporting
hundreds of thousands of jobs across
the whole country.

“There was a recognition that to be
become more competitive globally, we
needed to share lessons locally. We are
particularly proud of the launch of the
pioneering Efficiency Hub, an online
portal where operators, contractors
and supply chain companies can share
case studies and identify efficiency
opportunities.

“Our Economic Report 2017 will
demonstrate how industry has
responded constructively to such
tough challenges and in so doing is
building a more resilient industry and
maximising economic recovery.”
She highlighted the importance of
Vision 2035, which was developed
by the Oil and Gas Authority with
industry, and the contribution it can
make towards the successful delivery
of the UK Government’s industrial
strategy.
“Vision 2035 could help generate
billions of pounds in terms of
additional revenue to the UK economy
over the next 20 years.
“It brings together two scenarios over
the next two decades: one for UKCS
production; the other for the supply
chain. It outlines the potential benefits
to the UK that would come from
fully capitalising on the opportunities
presented by maximising activity in
both areas.”
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Illuminating Business Opportunities
for the Oil and Gas Industry Supply Chain
Share Fair’s unique format makes it the foremost business
development event in the industry’s calendar

1 November 2017
Aberdeen Exhibition and
Conference Centre
Opportunities available for exhibitors,
sponsors and delegates

For more information and to book visit oilandgasuksharefair.co.uk

Celebrate our industry’s
talent, ingenuity and enterprise

“The ETF is gaining traction because it
is run for industry by industry, working
in partnership to research and develop
good practice, standardise and simplify
solutions and encourage cultural
change.

2 November 2017

“It also includes the establishment of
a tendering framework which aims
to save industry £25m each year by
streamlining the procurement process,
as well as the promotion of industrywide guidelines to reduce unplanned
production losses.
“The range of efficiency improvements
being promoted by the ETF could
deliver estimated savings of £500m.
“The ultimate prize of this change is a
more sustainable, globally competitive
industry, in a lower for longer price
environment.”
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Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre

Bookings now open at

oilandgasukawards.co.uk
Limited
sponsorship
opportunities
available

Principal Sponsor
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At Aberdeen Radiation Protection Services, we offer a wide range of services to complement the advice and training that is
delivered by our radiation specialists.
Whether planning a new x-ray suite, remediating a brownfield site, or quantifying the NORM present on an Oil and Gas Platform
due for decommissioning. ARPS can provide the personnel, equipment and skills to ensure that your projected is planned and
executed successfully.
We currently operate with six RPA’s, some of whom are qualified to act as RWA’s, MPE’s and DGSA’s, along with several RPS’s
who can work at your site to provide clear instruction and supervision when radiation work controls are required.
An out-of-hours service is available and allows access to advisers at any time of the day or night. This is an invaluable service
for clients whose work doesn’t stop for the weekend.
If you are interested in any of our services or want to enquire about any aspect of radiation protection, please get in touch
with our team using the contact details above.

Preparation of Work Procedures / Local Rules
Source Removal – Recycling & Disposal Options
Dental & Veterinary Radiation Protection Services
Meter Calibration Services

Routine Work

Dose and Risk Assessments
BPM / BPEO Assessments
Dose Calculations
Leak Tests

China in our hands
WHEN you read about doing
business in global markets
most documents flag up how
important relationships are,
hardly a surprise but it is
certainly true of China.
In particular when you are there
you find that trust, cultural
norms and hierarchy are all
vital to understand and respect.

Compliance and Duty of Care Audits
Accidents and Incident Investigations
Sampling Analysis and Interpretation
Shielding Calculations

by James Bream,

research & policy director,
Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce

Survey & Measurement

Training Courses

Decommissioning
- Oil & Gas Platform / FPSO’s / FPU’s
- Drilling Rigs
- Laboratories
Land Remediation – GPS Reports
Critical Examinations
EMF Assessments
Radon Sampling
Detailed Reports incl. Interpretation of
Results

Radiation Protection Supervisor (RPS)
Awareness for Managers
NORM RPS & Awareness
Transport – Class 7 by Sea & Road
XRF
Customer Specified
email training@aberdeenradiation.co.uk for
course dates

Equipment Hire / Sale

Our foray into China has been
led by the Scottish Chambers of
Commerce and following the trip
in April we’ve been building on a
relationship we established with
Jereh (www.jereh.com) a local but
large company, amongst others.
While we were there it was
clear that the oil and gas sector
in Scotland is well known, well
respected and potentially in
demand. For me that was pretty
exciting as it genuinely felt like there
were some real opportunities to be
created.
I’ll be taking the opportunity to
meet and visit the Chinese stand
holders at Offshore Europe to help
them and to introduce them to our
member companies. However, the
thing I am looking forward to most
is hosting some colleagues over
here who I met in China. Those of
you who know me will also know
I am very proud of the North-east
so I’ll be showing our visitors the
same welcome as they showed me
but with a Scottish (nae A’ ‘deen)
flavour.
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ABERDEEN RADIATION PROTECTION SERVICES
Tel: 01224 749784
Email: arps@aberdeenradiation.co.uk
Website: www.aberdeenradiation.co.uk

Importantly, the week will be spent
helping nurture emerging business
opportunities. For our Chinese
visitors that will include meeting
some operators and learning more
about the UK Continental Shelf.
However, for our members it will
also be about having meetings
with Chinese companies and other
companies from around the world to
showcase exactly why the Scottish
supply chain is world renowned.
As many of you reading this will
know operating internationally
can mean you act as supply chain
support for companies from places
all around the world. In China, while
offshore opportunities exist, there
are also many onshore opportunities
and it is important we flag our
expertise in these areas to overseas
partners too. We are far from a one
trick pony.
Of course, during the week we’ll
also have the time to host and
therefore expose our visitors to
our food and drink, fresh produce,
golf courses and hospitality. It is
a great opportunity to - and one
we won’t miss. The best business
relationships are all about mutual
benefit (probably a more important
phrase than collaboration) and
Offshore Europe will be all about
working out how our members can
realise benefit from new and existing
partnerships.

NORM Contamination Meters
Dose Rate Meters
PED’s
EMF Survey Equipment
Radioisotope Identifier
TLD Badges / Rings
ATEX Rated Equipment Available
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AAB announces significant growth
ANDERSON Anderson & Brown LLP (AAB), chartered accountants and
business advisors, has announced significant growth in its global mobility
arm following a clutch of new contract wins with a cumulative annual
recurring value of more than £1m.
These new contracts mean a 25% increase in turnover for the mobility
team which now has more than 50 staff. AAB now provides global mobility
advice and compliance in every major country in Europe, North and South
America, Asia, Africa and Australia.
AAB’s global mobility team assists businesses which have employees
operating in different global locations to overcome complex corporate and
individual tax/social security issues in a cost effective and efficient way.
The team at AAB has recently developed a unique global tracking software
solution, to complement its compliance services.
Clients can access an interactive dashboard technology on a real-time basis
to identify travelling employees who trigger compliance risk for themselves
or for the company, assess tax reporting and withholding obligations
globally and ensure all reporting and filing obligations are discharged on an
easy to view basis. The software can be tailored to each client.

Steven Fraser, head of global mobility, AAB

Steven Fraser, head of global mobility, said: “The growth we have achieved
has been driven purely by client demand as creating and sustaining
a successful global mobility programme has become an increasingly
important issue for our clients. They tell us that their top challenges in this
area are around cost control, visa and immigration regulations, assignee
tracking and reporting and policy development and they are ultimately
looking for a solution which ticks all of those boxes which was the driving
force behind the development of our niche tracking tool.”

Your local Occupational Health
provider of choice...
HEALTH at work matters
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44 (0) 1651 863 655

www.assuredoh.co.uk

Kingseat Business Park
Newmachar
Aberdeenshire, AB21 0AZ
E info@assuredoh.co.uk
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Digital learning in the workplace
DEVELOPING the right talent
and skills for a competitive
edge.
When companies are looking for
innovative ways of operating and
managing their resources to remain
competitive and achieve sustainable
growth, developing the right talent
and skills is key. When you consider
that, by 2020, 60% of new jobs will
require less than 20% of the skills we
currently possess, we need to take
action now.

How can digital learning
technologies help?

Digital learning is used to upskill
employees, often allowing wider
and more rapid deployment than
face-to-face training. Fuelling up
workers with the right knowledge

and competencies when they
need it is having a positive impact
on productivity, ergo business
profitability, within many sectors.

to a more informed, competent
workforce. Collaborative learning
also streamlines the process of
coaching and mentoring employees.

Anytime, anywhere,
collaborative learning

Take advantage of digital
learning technologies?

With the quickening pace of work,
employees want short bite-sized
learning that specifically targets
their immediate need, delivered
to a device of their choosing.
This approach rapidly develops
proficiency and enables them to put
what they have learned into practice
straight away, keeping productivity
high.

Our partners are experiencing
strong business benefits through
having a great digital learning
strategy and you can too. Our
experienced team of learning and
technology specialists provide
consultancy services to help you
develop and implement a learning
solution that best meets your
business needs.

Digital technology facilitates
collaborative learning and makes
it possible to share ideas and
knowledge, without the restriction
of geographic boundaries, leading

Be upstanding - for Caspar Glyn
AS ONE the UK’s top employment law
barristers Caspar Glyn crosses swords
on an almost daily basis with some
of the finest minds in the country but
that, he claims, is easy compared to
his passion of rugby refereeing.

Caspar Glyn,
barrister, Cloisters

“Rugby refereeing is the most difficult
thing I ever do,” he said. “It is far more
difficult than being a lawyer. You have to
think much more quickly and it is terrible
because people shout at you, hundreds
of people shout at you. When you’re in
court there’s only one person who shouts
at you and that’s the judge so that’s
much easier to deal with.”
Caspar is an employment and sports
law expert who, before taking silk, had a
rather varied CV having worked as a bus
boy (pouring iced water and collecting
glasses) in Miami Beach, been a barman
in a Chinese restaurant and a ski
instructor in the Chilean Andes. One of
his finest moments came while working
at another university vacation job as an
ice-cream seller in Hyde Park when he
served a cone to Crocodile Dundee, or
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Australian actor Paul Hogan, who at that
time was at the peak of his fame.
However, it will be matters of a more
serious nature he will be addressing when
he visits Aberdeen on November 9 for
the annual Employment Law Conference,
delivered by Scotland’s leading
Employment law advisors Burness Paull
LLP, Clyde & Co (Scotland) LLP and
Pinsent Masons LLP.
Caspar has been recognised as one
of the top 10 highly most regarded
employment silks and described
as a “scintillatingly good QC with a
razor-sharp brain,” an “intellectual
heavyweight” and “fiendishly brilliant.”
He has been at the forefront of
employment status, holiday pay, working
time and minimum wage cases in recent
years and will be offering guidance on
some of these subjects at the seminar.
He is a former chair of the Industrial
Law Society, a trained mediator and sits
as a chairman of Football Association
arbitration panels. 
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Key to future North
Sea revenue growth
THERE is no denying that it’s been a difficult
period for the North Sea oil and gas sector.
It is a resilient market and the sector has
adapted through resourcing strategies and
cost efficiencies. There are now early signs of
cautious optimism.

You're
prepared
because
we
prepared.
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Discovering new recoverable oil fields just west of
Shetland; seeing Enquest start production at the Kraken
field; increasing numbers of oilfield licences being
issued; and a slight uplift in asset deals with particular
interest from private equity investors are positive
milestones for the sector. However, the volatility in Brent
Crude highlights the fact that a true recovery in the
North Sea is still a long-term goal. The sector needs to
continue to innovate to ensure future growth.

He regularly lectures to employment
judges in Scotland and last year,
amongst many other engagements
throughout the UK, delivered
a legal update to the Scottish
Discrimination Law Association
conference, whistleblowing lectures
both to the Employment Law Group
and to the Society of Writers to Her
Majesty’s Signet.

more than the unfair dismissal
maximum of £80,000 - so it puts
employers at risk. It is absolutely
key that employers ensure that the
are complying with these things.
Employees used to have to pay
£390 or £1,200 to claim and they
can now go immediately so it makes
those rights much more real and
much more enforceable.

One of the issues he will be
discussing at the seminar will be
this summer’s Supreme Court ruling
that employees will no longer have
to pay tribunal fees which were
introduced four years ago.

“For the past four years employers
might not have been doing quite
the right thing but people wouldn’t
claim because they had this big
hurdle to get over. Now employers
must make sure they are far more
compliant. It has made employment
law more important for employers.”

“Employers will have to wake up
to the fact they are going to face a
lot more claims or are going to be
vulnerable to a lot more claims from
their employees,” he said.
“They will have to ensure they are
complying with holiday pay, with the
national living wage, paying their
employees correctly and then there
are all of the discrimination angles.
Whistleblowing is a particularly
important right because people
can get that from day one and can
break the cap – are able to claim
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Caspar is in demand from employers
and employees which, he says, helps
him assist both.
“I’m a poacher and gamekeeper. I
know where all the birds are and
where all the traps are so I know all
tricks but I think that’s a really useful
thing to have.”
He doesn’t foresee Brexit causing
major employment law problems
but will be talking about the impact

of the introduction of gender pay
reporting for companies of more
than 250 employees.
“It will be very important in terms of
complying with that,” he said.
“The other big thing is employment
status – and employers will have to
work out whether someone is
self-employed, a worker, or an
employee.
“If employers don’t work that out
then they won’t know what rights
they are going to be entitled to
- whether that’s national minimum
wage, whether it’s pension, whether
it’s holiday pay and that will put
them in breach well.”
Caspar is looking forward
enthusiastically to his Aberdeen trip.
“I enjoy working with Scottish
people the most because the
evening meetings after a successful
tribunal tend to be far more
interesting,” he said.
To hear more from Caspar,
register to attend the 2017 Annual
Employment Law Conference at
www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events

Despite a need to develop, the pressure and
competition for capital expenditure budget is high
which is holding back innovation in the North Sea and
across the globe. The North Sea is a mature asset and
innovation will allow producers to make key efficiencies
to increase the profit margins through new processes in
the interim period.
The opening of the new Oil & Gas Technology Centre
in Aberdeen will help to support and fund technology
and innovation within the oil and gas industry, which is
good news, however, this alone will not stimulate the
required growth the oil and gas industry needs. This
extends to taking a different approach to working,
and collaboration with the supply chain needs to play
a greater role to improve efficiency and maximise the
remaining value from the North Sea. This will take a
further shift in cultural behaviour but working together
could help strengthen the sector.

We're not just auditors, tax advisers and
consultants. At RSM, we make it our priority
to understand your business so you can make
confident decisions about the future.
Experience the power of being understood.
Experience RSM | rsmuk.com

Undoubtedly world events will play a major part in the
future of the oil and gas industry not only in the North
Sea but on a global scale, so monitoring and responding
to international developments will also be key to future
revenue growth.

The UK group of companies and LLPs trading as RSM is a member of the RSM
network. RSM is the trading name used by the members of the RSM network.
Each member of the RSM network is an independent accounting and consulting
firm each of which practises in its own right. The RSM network is not itself a
separate legal entity of any description in any jurisdiction. The RSM network is
administered by RSM International Limited, a company registered in England
and Wales (company number 4040598) whose registered office is at 50 Cannon
Street, London EC4N 6JJ. The brand and trademark RSM and other intellectual
property rights used by members of the network are owned by RSM International
Association, an association governed by article 60 et seq of the Civil Code of
Switzerland whose seat is in Zug. 4655
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Rigmar Group expands
THE Rigmar Group has been recruiting and re-organising to address the
expanding range and complexity of projects being undertaken.
Duncan Cuthill, who joined the Group in January 2016, has been promoted
to the role of Interocean’s marine general manager. Duncan has been
responsible for a number ofsignificant contract awards, as well as launching
the company’s marine warranty services. Simon Scott, a warranty approved
tow master, has been promoted to marine operations manager, and is
joined by marine superintendent Peter Ballingall.

Rigmar headquarters

Two new specialist project engineers have been recruited by Rigmar
Services; Sean Emery joins the specialist access and inspection team based
in Aberdeen, while Bill Young has joined the onshore/civils team in the
Sheffield office.
The engineering department has also been strengthened and expanded
following the appointment of Graeme Buchan, a chartered engineer, to the
role of group engineering manager. Matei Kiraly, also a chartered engineer,
has been appointed principal engineer, while long-serving team member
Madhan Mohan has been promoted to principal naval architect.

Advertising Feature

Hot ticket
THE Fire Training Group (FTG) has more than
18 years’ experience within a wide variety of
sectors, including energy, aviation and maritime.
In addition to our broad range of fire training
courses we also run confined space training,
IEMA and, now, NEBOSH National General
Certificate courses.
At FTG we pride ourselves on our key values; focusing
on the needs of our customers and adding value whilst
maintaining emphasis on delivery objectives.
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We are a leading provider of fire training in the UK
training in excess of 8,000 delegates per year in courses
ranging from half a day to six weeks.
Our team of highly motivated trainers have a wealth of
experience gained in local authority fire services, airport
fire services and the MOD fire service. Professionals in
their field with many years of operational and safety
experience, you can be assured of quality training
delivered within a safe environment.
Situated in a prime location at Aberdeen International
Airport and accessible by all transport links, we provide
our clients with the most efficient, innovative and
realistic safety training.
The Fire Training Group has recently achieved NEBOSH
accredited course provider status, with NEBOSH
National General Certificate Course Units NGC1, GC2
and GC3 now available for booking throughout the year.

Your passion is
our business

This health and safety qualification, the most widely
held in the UK, helps QHSE professionals from all types
of organisations gain a broad understanding of health
and safety issues and to effectively manage risks. Many
take the NEBOSH National General Certificate as a
first step in a career in health and safety, as it provides
a valuable overview and a sound basis for further
professional study.

We believe better relationships make for better
business. That’s why our Relationship Managers
work hard to get closer to what’s important
to you and your business.

Business Banking
cbonline.co.uk/business
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Should you wish to discuss any of your training
requirements or the use of our facilities,
please contact us on 01224 348523 or,
email enquiries@thefiretraininggroup.co.uk

To find out more contact:
Stephen Hepburn - Head of Customer Banking, Aberdeen
stephen.hepburn@cybg.com
07720 597946
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DAN’S
MAKING
WAVES IN
ABERDEEN

A Northern Star
ABERDEEN’s architecture,
industries and heritage were
the inspiration for North-east
artist Jamie Cameron who has
been selected to design this
year’s Northern Star winners’
awards.
From the peak of Bennachie to the
distinctive outlines of Marischal
College, His Majesty’s Theatre and
the Aberdeen Harbour Marine
Operations Centre, the stunning
awards are a celebration of the
North-east.
It is the first time the 27-year-old,
originally from Kingswells but now
living and working near Castle
Fraser, Inverurie, has been tasked
with creating such a high-profile
piece of work.
“The North-east provides a lot
of inspiration,” he said. “After
studying and working in the
field of architecture for a few
years, I wanted to see if I could
take the approach of traditional
draughtsmanship, and use this to
help share my love of buildings,
construction and craft with others.
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“I started off completely free-form,
creating intricate imaginary worlds
which had up until then been
swirling around in my imagination.
After this, I began illustrating
local landmarks and buildings,
eventually offering prints for sale
and undertaking commissions as
people asked if I could illustrate
their favourite building.
“The design for the Northern Star
Business Awards are part of a
collection that I’ve been developing
which capture the well-known cities
of the world. I like to tell a journey
when doing a city, looking at the
shapes, silhouettes and natural
landscapes of a city in order to
capture all the various elements
which go to make up the area.
“I like to speak to people to get their
ideas on what is important to them
about their city or region, which
means I get to include references
to places or buildings that are
sometimes forgotten.
“I am always on the lookout for new
ways to share my love of detail and
architecture and take great pride

in creating something truly unique.
Fortunately there is a huge amount
of inspiration right here in the
North-east.”
The Awards are made from solid oak
and machined Perspex, capturing in
crystal clear engravings the various
landmarks, attractions and buildings
which make up the Aberdeen and
Aberdeenshire skyline. They will be
lit with LED lighting.
The Northern Star Business Awards,
which take place on October 5th
at the Aberdeen Exhibition and
Conference centre, will be a big
night not just for the winners but for
Jamie too:
“This is the first big award that I’ve
been commissioned to make so it’s
going to be quite something to see
the finished piece being handed
out on the night, especially because
they will be going to people from
the local area,” he added.
For more information on the awards,
visit www.northernstarawards.co.uk

Dan Purkis, Technology Director
Well-SENSE Technology
Dan Purkis is one of the oil industry’s most prolific innovators. His company, Well-SENSE,
is developing cost-reducing technologies for the upstream energy sector. With a team
of Aberdeen-based intellectual property attorneys, specialising in energy, Murgitroyd
is ideally placed to work with them as they shape oil production’s future — one
innovation at a time.

Read how Dan’s revolutionising
offshore installation at
murgitroyd.com/stories
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Events
Calendar

September

September

Date

Course

11
Mon

Project management – the fundamentals
Understand the typical lifecycle of a project and the role of the
manager

12
Tue

Improve your professional confidence
Promote a confident and positive self-image

12-13
2 days

Finance for non-finance managers
Understand financial accounts, balance sheets, P&L and
management accounts

13
Wed

Letters of credit – methods of payment
Make sure your LoC is passed and understand the benefits of each
method of payment

14
Thu

Presentation skills
Deliver a confident and effective presentation

Speak to us for more
information

14
Thu

Import rules
Avoid the pitfalls when importing

T 01224 343917
E training@agcc.co.uk

19
Tue

Global trade and customs compliance
Getting the most from your digital communications

20
Wed

Interview skills
Ensure you assess competence at the interview – before it’s too late

20
Wed

Social media – advanced
Tools for efficient and effective digital communication

21
Thu

Essential supervisor skills
Bridge the gap between doing and supervising

26
Tue

Negotiation and influencing skills
Tactics and the skills of persuasion necessary for success

26
Tue

Understanding oil and gas
Gain a greater understanding of how the industry is structured and
operates

27
Wed

Communication and interpersonal skills
Get messages across positively and effectively

27
Wed

Customer service excellence
Excel at customer service internally and externally

Does your
business have a
skills gap?
FULLY FUNDED BUSINESS AUDIT

The Skills Development
Scotland team will
conduct an audit and
prepare a skills action
plan specifically for your
company - all free of cost.

Date

Event

5
Tue

Offshore Europe Business Breakfast
Secure your seat at our sell out biennial Business Breakfast that
launches Offshore Europe 2017. Hear from EY, DNV GL and Baker
Hughes a GE company as they give their predictions for future of the
industry

7
Thu

INVITE ONLY
Offshore Europe Evening Reception
Our evening reception with the CzechTrade Promotions Agency,
on the final evening of Offshore Europe, celebrates the success of
Scottish business from Oil & Gas to food and drink by networking with
a range of energy professionals from across the world

14
Thu

Tourism – Responding to the Certainty of Uncertainty
Hear from VisitScotland’s CEO Malcom Roughead and
VisitAberdeenshire’s newly appointed CEO Chris Foy who cover
the importance of experience-led tourism and tourism updates
in our region

15
Fri

Women Mean Business
Talat Yaqoob of Equate Scotland and Oil & Gas UK’s
Deirdre Michie present on how challenging tradition has reaped
rewards within their successful careers

19
Tue

FREE
Inspire a Generation – DYW Marketplace Launch
DYW launch Marketplace, an online portal which allows businesses to
link with schools directly to let teachers know that they want to inspire
and inform the region’s future workforce

Book events online at www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events

TIME TO SHINE

BOOK YOUR
TABLE NOW
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Training
Calendar

Thursday October 5

northernstarawards.co.uk

THE ANNUAL
EMPLOYMENT
LAW CONFERENCE

17

Get your essesntial employment
law update and hear from keynote
speaker Caspar Glyn QC.

Thursday November 9
www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events

For more information
Susan Staniforth
training team leader
T 01224 343917
E training@agcc.co.uk

Thanks to our sponsors

October
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Date

Course

3
Tue

Dealing with difficult situations
Learn ways to defuse situations and ensure a positive outcome

3
Tue

Personal effectiveness
Develop your skills in management, communication, conflict
resolution and plan success

4
Wed

Emotional Intelligence
Ensure you are better equipped to handle the ever-increasing
pressures of a modern workplace without losing your cool

For full course
listings visit
www.agcc.co.uk/courses
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ABERDEEN & Grampian Chamber of Commerce has produced the second Investment
Tracker, in partnership with EY, which reveals that more than £8bn of public and
private infrastructure investment is due to be delivered in the region before 2030.

Completed projects as of August 2017

Much of the investment is scheduled for the next five years and includes projects involving
transport, leisure & retail, culture, hotels and business space.
The full Tracker, which aims to nurture the momentum, confidence and togetherness the Northeast needs to deliver its economic renaissance vision, is available now at www.agcc.co.uk

Total value
of projects

Timeline of upcoming projects

2017

2018

Marischal Square

Provost Skene’s
House

Silver Fin building

Buchan Gateway
development

Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route

European Offshore
Wind Deployment
Centre

£89.5

m+

2019
Aberdeen-Inverness
Rail Improvements

Aberdeen Music
Hall

Aberdeen
Art Gallery

Sandman
Hotel

Peterhead
Port

Haudagain
Roundabout

Union Terrace
Gardens
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Aberdeen Football ClubKingsford Stadium
Woolmanhill
Aberdeen
Exhibition
& Conference
Centre

2020
Berryden Corridor

Broad Street
Key

Aberdeen Outer
Harbour

2022
Mither KirkOpen Space Project

2030
Completion of
A96 dualling
between
Aberdeen &
Inverness

Aberdeen City Region Deal
Transport & other infrastructure
Leisure & retail
Culture
Education
Aberdeen City Centre Masterplan
Office & business space
Ports & marine development
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Value of projects committed in the region

£8.88

bn+
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Help us to help you
WE ARE currently formulating our Policy Plan for 2018 (yes
really) and would like to hear what you think are key policy
issues which we should focus on next year are.
Sometimes policy moves slowly, but sometimes it has a massive and
immediate impact on business…think about the Apprentice Levy
or Business Rates. We need you to tell us what the issues facing
your business are over the next year, as well as the things that are
important in the longer-term to the prosperity of the region.
The chart below identifies some of these objectives which we have
met and are continuing to work on.

policy executive,
Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce

GourmetsChoice

GIN produced in Aberdeenshire has been recognised as the
best in the world at the recent International Wine and Spirit
Competition. The annual spirits tasting event which took
place at London’s Vintners’ Hall awarded four gin producers
based in the region with over a quarter of the possible
prizes in the gin category.

We make that year 11 enjoying the
benefits of being a member
@AGCC_Mary @chambertalk
@AGCCTraining @AGCCevents
#networking #wellconnected

Nikki Morris-Laing, marketing director of VisitAberdeenshire
said: “Aberdeenshire has always had a strong association
with food and drink thanks to the high quality of our local
produce, from fresh sea food, to Aberdeen Angus beef and
whisky. The success of the recent emerging growth market
in gin production in Aberdeenshire has been incredible. All
of the prize-winning gins have been in production for less
than two years, and to already be recognised as among the
best in the world is something we can definitely raise a glass
to.

Porter’s Gin was recognised as the Top Gin at last year’s
ceremony and this year received the bronze awards for the
categories Best Gin and Best Gin and Tonic.
Esker Gin was awarded the top accolade in the gin tasting
category and silver in the Gin and Tonic Tasting.
House of Elrick won bronze in both Gin and Tonic and
Packaging and Lonewolf Gin took the silver in Gin (Sampled
Neat).
We are a small but highly effective team so to prioritise what we
work on and to be most effective your input is critical. As a member
you are also represented by your elected Policy Council who
support us too.
In 2017 we have responded to consultations focused on planning,
the Heathrow airport expansion and the City Region deal. In
addition, we have held roundtables to discuss key issues such as
business rates and Brexit. We have continued to engage with local
politicians, MSP’s and MP’s on key political issues including leaving
the EU, business rates, energy and the needs of businesses in the
North-east. Last month we launched the second version of the
tracker. This is just some of the work the policy team have been
involved in over the last nine months.
So the call to action? Tell us what is important to you, shape our
work and the region. If you do have any suggestions please contact
me at rebecca.campbell@agcc.co.uk. I look forward to hearing from
you.

—

Expro’s major Maersk contract

@gourmetschoice

Padraig McCloskey
@Padraig_McC

Looking forward to this event and
the next phase of Vanguard
AGCC Events @AGCCevents
Hear from the man who changed the face
of #Manchester through his legendary
economic leadership at agcc.co.uk/
event/3E639F25...

Graceann Robertson
@Graceann_R

Thanks @AGCC_Seona for coming
in today! So many opportunities
ahead with EC-OG now part of
@chambertalk Aberdeen Chamber

Cameron Carnegie
@CameronCarnegie

Great group on today’s
#Execspringboard looking at
changing the recruitment mindset via
social media @chambertalk
@AGCCTraining @AGCCevents

OILFIELD services company, Expro, has been awarded
a substantial contract from global oil and gas company
Maersk Oil for the provision of subsea and well test services
on two offshore units in the North Sea.
The contract will extend the long-standing partnership
between the two companies until 2020 for well
abandonment services on two rigs and for a 26 well
campaign across the Janice, James, Affleck and Leadon
North developments in the Central North Sea.
Expro has held a contract with Maersk Oil since January
2012 and was the primary supplier of well test and subsea
landing string systems for the company in the UK; this
included planning work for both the Janice and Leadon
North abandonment campaigns.
The recent contract win also includes the option for two
further, one-year extensions.
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Top tweets

Raise your glasses to gin

“The global gin industry is expanding rapidly, with latest
figures between January and October 2016 showing the
export of Scottish gin had increased to nearly £400m, an
11% increase from 2015. There is clearly a growing demand
for Scottish gin around the world, and Aberdeen is leading
the way, strengthening the region’s reputation as a top food
and drink destination where visitors can sample the home
of their favourite drink.”

by Rebecca Campbell,

A month in
social media...

Join the coversation
@chambertalk
@AGCCevents
@AGCCresearch
@AGCCtraining
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Photo
Diary

DO YOU HAVE PHOTOS FROM
YOUR EVENT?
email them to us at
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk
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Offshore Europe through the years

Delivering unique value for money,
the conference equips delegates with
the essential information, know-how
and skills to deal with the demands
of employment law and personnel
management in an enjoyable way
Date:
Time:
Venue:		
To book:
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17
BOOK
NOW

for early bird rate

Thursday November 9, 2017
8am - 4pm
AECC, Aberdeen
www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events
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Aberdeen Comedy Festival

Laughter spreading across the city
ORGANISERS of the Aberdeen
Comedy Festival have signed
up several new venues
across the city centre as they
announce a new and improved
format for this year’s event
from October 5 to 15.
A total of 10 new venues have
signed to host stand-up shows
bringing the total to 27. The
eleven-day festival, launched by
Aberdeen Inspired last year, has
been organised with programming
partner Breakneck Comedy and will
feature national and international
comedians.
New venues for 2017 include, the
Belmont Filmhouse, Aberdeen
Douglas Hotel, Sing City, La
Lombarda Basement Bar, The Shack,
The Wild Boar, Spin, NOX, Lemon
Tree, and the Wee Glen situated
in Glentanar Bar. Venues for the
festival now range from a capacity
of 30 seats at the Wee Glen to 350
seats at Aberdeen Arts Centre.
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Comedian Justin Moorhouse will
hold his show at NOX nightclub and
the Belmont Filmhouse will screen
several comedy movies throughout
the festival, including Airplane! and
Wayne’s World.
Sponsored by McGinty’s Meal An’
Ale, the festival will comprise over
50 events, including five free standup shows, comedy workshops for
children and adults, kids shows and
local talent showcases.
The festival format has been
changed this year to include a
selection of solo performances
as well as shows with several
comedians taking to the stage.
Shows will also be staggered so
comedy fans can attend several
without having to choose between
events starting at the same time.
Described as the Canadian Billy
Connolly, Craig Campbell will
headline the launch of the festival at
the Lemon Tree in partnership with
Aberdeen Performing Arts (APA).

Scottish comedian Fred MacAulay,
who performed at the festival last
year, will make a return alongside
other comedians, including Patrick
Monahan, Gary Delaney and Shazia
Mirza – who have all recently
featured on a range of panel shows
on TV.
Adrian Watson, chief executive of
Aberdeen Inspired, said: “We’re
delighted to welcome our new
venues to Aberdeen Comedy
Festival this year. It’s great to have
more businesses involved after the
festival’s very successful debut in
2016.
“It really captured the imagination
and people turned out in large
numbers for shows across the city
centre which had a positive knockon effect for businesses. As well as
Aberdonians, we welcomed people
from the wider North-east area
and beyond who were keen to see
comedy shows.”
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At Aberdeen Energy & Innovation Parks
we’ve created environments that people
love - environments where it’s possible
to achieve that all important work-life
balance in beautiful locations.
The flexible space here is first class, ranging
from high class offices and serviced offices
to excellent modern business units and major
headquarters to bespoke design and build
developments.
Take a few minutes for a glimpse into “the
future at work” to see how great life can be
when you choose to locate your business at
one of our parks.

FOR MORE INFO PLEASE VISIT

WWW.AEIP.CO.UK
@AberdeenEIP

Flying start
PETERHEAD Port Authority
is set to support the start of
offshore construction work for
the European Offshore Wind
Deployment Centre (EOWDC)
after signing an agreement to
harbour the game-changing
suction bucket jacket
foundations for the 11-turbine
scheme.
The contract will see the port moor
one of the world’s largest floating
cranes, with a maximum lifting
capacity of 5,000 tonnes, and up to
six barges that will transport the 11
foundations - the heaviest of which
weighs around 1,800 tonnes and is
about 77 metres high.
Peterhead Port Authority will also
accommodate two supporting
offshore construction vessels while a
project site office will be established
at the harbour for the installation
operations which are due to start
later this year.
Swedish energy group, Vattenfall,
is developing the EOWDC, off
Aberdeen Bay. The contract
for Peterhead Port Authority
was awarded by Boskalis which
is Vattenfall’s key supplier
for the offshore construction
and installation including the
foundations and cabling.

Join us on the City & Shire pavilion at Offshore
Europe (Stand Number 2C20)

Ian Laidlaw, chief executive,
Adam Ezammel, project director and
Stephen Paterson, deputy chief
executive, Vattenfall

Adam Ezzamel, Vattenfall’s project
director for the EOWDC, said:
“We welcome the selection of
the experienced Peterhead Port
Authority to marshal the massive
steel structures needed for the
cutting-edge EOWDC, and which
builds on our investment with the
project in the North-east.
He added: “We are sure the
sheer scale and prominence of
the pioneering technology and
work involved with the EOWDC
will create a positive renewables
momentum for the region putting
the north east at the centre
of international offshore wind
innovation.”
Ian Laidlaw, chief executive at
Peterhead Port Authority, said:
“The Port Authority is very pleased
to be able to play a key role in the
EOWDC project as it emphasises
Peterhead’s experience and the
range of services that the Port can
offer. It also provides important
opportunities for our established
supply chain partners.
“Peterhead has been an integral
part of the UK’s energy industry for
the past 50 years and the EOWDC
represents a new chapter in the vital
role that the energy sector plays in
support the national economy.”

EOWDC suction bucket foundations
will be used on the windfarmm
marhsalled by Peterhead Port.

Minister for Business, Innovation and
Energy, Paul Wheelhouse, welcomed
the announcement: “This is great
news for business in Peterhead, and
an indication of the port’s growing
reputation as a place which can
accommodate some of the most
challenging and cutting-edge
offshore construction requirements,
which is thanks in part to a recent
£5 million Scottish Government
investment to modernise the port,
which we announced in December.
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The
Future
At Work

Renewables
Feature

“Vattenfall is not alone in
recognising the sheer scale
of Scotland’s offshore wind
potential and responding to the
unique support that the Scottish
Government has made available.
This reinforces the North-east of
Scotland’s status as one of the
world’s foremost destinations
for the deployment of emerging
offshore wind technology.”
Peterhead Port becomes the
latest harbour in the North-east of
Scotland to provide key support for
the EOWDC. Last year, Vattenfall
invested in leases totalling 24 years
with Aberdeen Harbour Board to
establish a base at Regent Centre
for its construction team and a
warehouse unit at Commercial
Quay which will support the lifetime
operations of the project.

Peterhead Port

For more info please contact Cherry Paton
cherry.paton@aberdeenenergypark.com
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On the
Move

ARE YOU ON THE MOVE?
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Let us know at
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

Jamie Beal

Aaron Drummond

Rory Galloway

John McDonald

Ståle Granberg

Lynne Adu

Andy Goodridge

Kerri Imray

Henderson Loggie has
expanded its corporate
finance team with the
appointment of Jamie
Beal as senior manager.
Jamie will contribute to
continuing the growth of
the department, particularly
in respect of mergers and
acquisitions, and fundraising
assignments across
Scotland’s central belt.

AVC Immedia has appointed
Aaron Drummond as
business development
executive. He joins the team
to drive the creative and
Audio-Visual side of the
business. He will ensure the
business delivers best in
class customer service and
ultimately focus on achieving
the maximum return on
investments for clients.

Rory Galloway has returned
to Savills as a director in the
rural division, based in the
property firm’s Aberdeen
office. Rory will be working
with the established Northeast team, alongside fellow
directors Ewan Berkeley
in the valuation and
professional department
and Ruaraidh Ogilvie in
farms and estates agency.

Global safety, standards and
workforce development
organisation OPITO has
appointed John McDonald
as chief executive officer.

Hunting Energy Services has
appointed Ståle Granberg
as business development
manager for Norway as it
targets further growth in
the Scandinavian oil and gas
sector. He will oversee the
business development and
sales strategy for its well
intervention product lines.

ABS has appointed Lynne
Adu as commercial director
to head up ABS Supply
Chain Division. Lynne has
over 25 years’ experience
managing the commercial
side of businesses
internationally in the oil and
gas industry in a range of
worldwide locations.

ABS have appointed Andy
Goodridge as HSE training
director. Andy has worked
globally with several bluechip companies across the
oil and gas, marine and wind
industries. Andy will primarily
focus on the strategic
leadership of training, design,
implementation and delivery.

Oilfield recruitment
consultancy Prodrill Energy
Resource Solutions has
appointed Kerri Imray as
senior resource specialist
to strengthen its services
around the globe. Kerri has
over 12 years experience,
having previously held a
comparable role with a wellestablished recruitment firm.

John has been interim CEO
since January and was
previously UK managing
director for OPITO after
joining the organisation in
2012.

Kayla Hall and Chloe Whitfield

Kieran Degabriele and Gordon Fettes

Sarah Cunningham

Andy Duncan and Ellis Mutch

Diane Paterson and Caroline Thomas

Kayla Hall and Chloe Whitfield have joined Collaborative
Business Development Limited as business development
executives to provide its clients with business development
services concentrating on the professional services, logistics,
hospitality and the media industry.

Property firm Knight Frank has appointed Gordon Fettes
to the professional department as a senior surveyor dealing
with rating revaluation appeals and lease rent reviews. Kieran
Degabriele has also joined the firm as a graduate building
surveyor.

ABS further expand its
senior team with the
appointment of Sarah
Cunningham as HR Director.
Sarah will specifically
further develop the core HR
services offered by ABS.
Sarah brings a wealth of HR
experience having worked in
management, consultancy
and project roles across
several sectors.

Aberdeen & Northern Marts, part of ANM
Group has appointed Andy Duncan and Ellis
Mutch as livestock fieldsmen.

Macdonald Norwood Hall Hotel, Aberdeen’s
country house in the city, has strengthened
its senior management team with the
appointment of Diane Paterson as director of
sales and Caroline Thomas as standards and
training manager.

Andy joins the company from Norvite
where he spent four years working as a
feed sales advisor. He runs a 100-acre farm
in Keig, Alford. Ellis comes from the family
farm at Burnside of Whitefield, Turriff. He is
also a graduate of the Scottish Agricultural
College, past exhibitor and judge on the
summer agricultural show circuit.

Aberdeen’s Recruitment Specialists

simply call 01224 327 000
or visit www.thorpemolloy.com
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Whisky entrepreneur’s honour

James Millar
co-founder and executive director,
Fusion Whisky Ltd

A NORTH-EAST entrepreneur and Robert Gordon University (RGU)
visiting lecturer has been named as one of the recipients of a prestigious
award from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan.
James Millar, co-founder and executive director of Fusion Whisky Ltd, has
been awarded a Foreign Minister’s Commendation in recognition of his
work in promoting mutual understanding between Japan and the United
Kingdom.
James devised the first fusion whisky, consisting of Scottish and
Japanese malts, named “The Glover” after the Scottish Samurai, Thomas
Blake Glover.
He has contributed to the establishment of the first Scottish Government
Cross-Party Group on Japan and the creation of a Japanese Language
Group. Aberdeen City Council also worked with James while drafting its
Japan Engagement Strategy.
He has worked closely with RGU on various projects for a number of
years, before being named as a visiting lecturer in 2016. Over the course
of that time, he has strengthened the university’s links with Japanese
establishments and supported closer collaboration particularly in the field
of life sciences.
The Foreign Minister’s Commendation is awarded annually to individuals
and groups for outstanding achievements and acknowledging their
contributions to the promotion of friendship between Japan and the rest
of the world.
James was one of only five people from the United Kingdom to receive
the honour this year, joining two in 2016 and just one individual awarded
in 2015.

—

Culzean contract for Wood Group
WOOD Group has been awarded a new contract by Maersk to
deliver mechanical and management services for the hook-up and
commissioning of the Culzean gas condensate field in the UK central
North Sea.
At peak manning, approximately 200 new jobs will be created by
the project to support the new three platform, high pressure, high
temperature (HPHT) development, which is expected to begin
production in 2019. The three-year contract is effective immediately.

—

Ryden moves into Manchester
COMMERCIAL property consultant Ryden has expanded into
Manchester in the next step of a strategy for growth across England. The
deal follows the Scotland-headquartered firm’s opening of a London
office in December 2016 through a merger with asset managers and
property investment specialists Mason Philips.

4TTUDE LTD

4TTUDE works with small and medium enterprises with a particular focus
on micro businesses. By offering flexible, bespoke services to support their
clients through times of growth and innovation, 4TTUDE helps businesses
to rapidly generate and test business ideas with their customers and
marketplace and scale quickly for concepts that show promise of success
during early testing.

Whistleberry Grove

eCom Scotland

eCom Scotland is a learning technologies company focused on workplace
learning, assessment and skills management. We develop customised
solutions using a consultancy-led approach.

18b Dickson Street
Dunfermline
KY12 7SL

Whistleberry
Kinneff
Montrose		
DD10 0TG

T 01383 630032
W www.commercialmovesgroup.com
E connect@ecomscotland.com
C Helen Robertson – external relations

T 07843 202750
E kate@4ttude.co.uk
C Kate McKay – director

John Willox Kitchen Design Ltd

8 Outdoor

41 Bridge Street

_

8 outdoor is the UKs fastest growing roadside Digital out of Home media
owner, we are a bright, large format digital out of home business.

7-10 Charlotte Mews
London		
W1T 4EE
T 07701 325 113
E claire.mcilreavy@8outdoor.com
W www.8outdoor.com
C Claire Mcilreavy - business development manager
(scotland)

_

Commercial Moves Group Ltd

Aberdeen based office relocation group. Specialising in Project &
Relocation management, office furniture installations, IT, specialist and
warehouse moves, commercial relocation, crate and storage management
and recycling services.

Unit 1
Link Street
Aberdeen		
AB11 5EX
T 01224 589383
E info@commercialmovesgroup.com
W www.commercialmovesgroup.com
C Stephen Levitt - managing director
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John Willox Kitchen Design - based in the centre of Ellon, design, supply
and install, British and German kitchens (both public and trade). ) AEG
Premier Partner retailer and Cosentino Elite Studio.

Ellon
Aberdeenshire
AB41 9AA
T 01358 722640
E elaine@willoxdesign.com
W www.willoxdesign.com
C Elaine Cooper-Willox - director

_

Marketec Practical Products

Design and manufacture of models and support props for training, planning
and marketing support.

Unit 5
50 Cotton Street
Aberdeen		
AB11 5EE
T 01224 574758
E bruce@marketec.co.uk
W www.marketec.co.uk
C Bruce Adam technical & creative director

—

Maersk contract for Nature
NATURE Group, an oil, gas and maritime waste collection and treatment
company, has secured a five-year contract with Maersk Oil in the central
North Sea.
The company will mobilise offshore slop processing environmental units
and operational staff to drilling rigs on contract to Maersk Oil. The work
has created 10 jobs on and offshore.
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NorthConnect KS

JV company established to develop, build and operate a 1400MW
electricity interconnector between Aberdeenshire and Western Norway.

Serviceboks
Lundsiden
Kritiansand
Norway
4606
T 07500 111076
E richard.blanchfield@northconnect.no
W www.northconnect.no
C Richard Blanchfield - head of technical

_

NovaBiotics Ltd
NovaBiotics Ltd is a leading clinical-stage biotechnology company focused
on the design and development of first in-class anti-invective’s for difficult
to treat medically unmet diseases.

Cruickshank Building
Craibstone
Bucksburn
Aberdeen
AB21 9TR
T 01224 711377
E info@novabiotics.co.uk
W www.novabiotics.co.uk
C Deborah O’Neil - chief executive & scientific officer
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Tripswitch Production Ltd

Crathes based Independent Film Production Company that produced
‘Utopia’ shot on location in Aberdeen, Kabul & Jaipur. The film was
Afghanistan’s Official entry to the 88th Academy Awards and one of the
qualifying films for the 77th Golden Globes.

Maybank
Crathes
Aberdeenshire
AB31 5JE
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T 01330 844204
E cj@tripswitchproductions.com
W www.tripswitchproductions.co.uk
C Chris Robb – producer

_

TGT Oilfield Services UK Ltd
TGT Oilfield Services UK Ltd

21-25 Commerce Street
Aberdeen			
AB11 5FE
T 01224 961706
W www.tgtoil.com/
E kelly.mcdowall@tgtoil.com
C Kelly McDowall - office co-ordinator

Welcome
to the Chamber
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